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Zusammenfassung:
Mit einem fast doppelt so stark ausgeprägten Temperaturanstieg wie der der Nordhalbku-
gel reagiert die Arktis besonders anfällig auf den globalen Klimawandel. Die Auswirkung
von Wolken auf die Erwärmung der Arktis ist besonders unsicher, was u.a. durch falsch
dargestellte wolkenmikrophysikalische Prozesse in atmosphärischen Modellen verursacht
wird. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, einen maßstabs- und definitionsgetreuen Vergleich von Mo-
dellen und Beobachtungen durchzuführen und Änderungen vorzuschlagen, wie arktische
Wolken in atmosphärischen Modellen besser parametrisiert werden können.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wird ECHAM6, die atmosphärische Komponente des glo-
balen Klimamodells MPI-ESM, mit Lidar-Beobachtungen von Wolken des CALIPSO-
Satelliten verglichen. Dieser Vergleich zeigt, dass tiefe Wolke, die flüssiges Wasser beinhal-
ten, über schnee- und eisbedeckten Flächen in ECHAM6 überschätzt werden. Dies führt
folglich zu einer Überschätzung der von der Oberfläche empfangenen Strahlungsenergie.
Unter Verwendung von Sensitivitätsstudien wird gezeigt, das die wahrscheinliche Ursache
dafür mit falsch dargestellten wolkenmikrophysikalischen Prozessen (Wegener-Bergeron-
Findeisen Prozesses und Wolkenbedeckungsschema) in ECHAM6 in Verbindung steht.
Durch die Anpassung dieser Prozesse wird eine bessere Darstellung der Wolkenmenge und
-phase erreicht, was dazu beiträgt, die Menge der von der Arktis empfangenen Strahlungs-
energie in ECHAM6 besser zu simulieren wird.

Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf einen Vergleich kilometerskaliger Si-
mulationen des ICON-Modell mit Flugzeugbeobachtungen der ACLOUD-Kampagne, die
im Mai/Juni 2017 über dem mit Meereis bedeckten Arktischen Ozean nördlich von Sval-
bard, Norwegen, stattfand. Durch den Vergleich von Messungen der bodennahen solaren
und terrestrischen Bestrahlungsstärke während der ACLOUD-Flüge mit den jeweiligen
Größen in ICON wird gezeigt, dass das Modell die optische Transmissivität der meist
flüssigen Wolken während der Kampagne systematisch überschätzt. Diese Abweichung des
Modells wird auf die Art und Weise zurückgeführt, wie Wolkenkondensationskeime im ver-
wendeten zwei Zwei-Momenten-Wolkenmikrophysikschema in Wolkentröpfchen aktiviert
werden. Indem die vertikalen Bewegung auf der Subgitterskala als Funktion der turbulen-
ten kinetischen Energie parametrisiert wird, kann eine realistischere CCN-Aktivierung in
Wolkentropfen erreicht werden. Dies führt folglich zu einer verbesserten Darstellung der
optischen Eigenschaften der Wolken in den ICON-Simulationen.

Des Weiteren werden die Ergebnisse zweier Studien, zu denen Beiträge während der
Promotion geleistet wurden, zusammengefasst. In Petersik et al. (2018) wurde der Einfluss
der subgrid-skaligen Variabilität der relativen Feuchte bei wolkenfreien Bedingungen auf
das hygroskopische Wachstum von Aerosolen im Aerosol-Klimamodell ECHAM6-HAM2
untersucht. Es wurde gezeigt, dass die überarbeitete Parametrisierung des hygroskopi-
schenWachstums von Aerosolen zu einem stärkeren Aufschwellen der Aerosolpartikel führt,
was in der Folge eine erhöhte Rückstreuung der Sonnenstrahlung bewirkt. In der Studie
von Costa-Surós et al. (2020) wurde untersucht, ob Aerosol-Wolken-Wechselwirkungen in
Large-Eddy-Simulationen über Deutschland zu identifizieren und zuzuordnen werden kön-
nen. Es wurde gezeigt, dass ein Anstieg der Wolkentröpfchenzahlkonzentration auf eine
erhöhte Aerosolbelastung zurückgeführt werden kann, während eine solche Zuordnung für
andere mikro- und makrophysikalische Wolkenvariablen nicht möglich ist.
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Abstract:
With a nearly twice as strongly pronounced temperature increase compared to that of
the Northern Hemisphere, the Arctic is especially susceptible to global climate change.
The effect of clouds on the Arctic warming is especially uncertain, which is caused by
misrepresented cloud microphysical processes in atmospheric models. This thesis aims at
employing a scale- and definition-aware comparison of models and observations and will
propose changes how to better parameterize Arctic clouds in atmospheric models.

In the first part of this thesis, ECHAM6, which is the atmospheric component of the
MPI-ESM global climate model, is compared to spaceborne lidar observations of clouds
from the CALIPSO satellite. This comparison shows that ECHAM6 overestimates Arctic
low-level, liquid containing clouds over snow- and ice-covered surfaces, which consequently
leads to an overestimated amount of radiative energy received by the surface. Using sen-
sitivity studies, it is shown that the probable cause of the model biases in cloud amount
and phase is related to misrepresented cloud microphysical parameterization (i.e., param-
eterization of the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process and of the cloud cover scheme)
in ECHAM6. By revising those processes, a better representation of cloud amount and
cloud phase is achieved, which helps to more accurately simulated the amount of radiative
energy received by the Arctic in ECHAM6.

The second part of this thesis will focus on a comparison of kilometer-scale simulation
with the ICON model to aircraft observations from the ACLOUD campaign that took
place in May/June 2017 over the sea ice-covered Arctic Ocean north of Svalbard, Norway.
By comparing measurements of solar and terrestrial surface irradiances during ACLOUD
flights to the respective quantities in ICON, it is shown that the model systematically over-
estimates the transmissivity of the mostly liquid clouds during the campaign. This model
bias is traced back to the way cloud condensation nuclei get activated into cloud droplets
in the two-moment, bulk microphysical scheme used. By parameterizing subgrid-scale
vertical motion as a function of turbulent kinetic energy, a more realistic CCN activation
into cloud droplets is achieved. This consequently results in an improved representation
of cloud optical properties in the ICON simulations.

Furthermore, the results of two studies to which contributions have been made dur-
ing the Ph.D. will be summarized. In Petersik et al. (2018), the impact of subgrid-scale
variability in clear-sky relative humidity on hygroscopic growth of aerosols in the aerosol-
climate model ECHAM6-HAM2 has been explored. It was shown that the revised pa-
rameterization of hygroscopic growth of aerosols resulted in a stronger swelling of aerosol
particles, which consequently causes an increased backscattering of solar radiation. In
the study of Costa-Surós et al. (2020), it is explored whether it is possible to detect
and attribute aerosol-cloud interactions in large-eddy simulation over Germany. It was
shown that an increase in cloud droplet number concentration could be attributed to an
increased aerosol load, while such an attribution was not possible for other cloud micro-
and macrophysical variables.
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1 Motivation 1

1 Motivation

1.1 Feedback-driven Arctic amplification

In recent decades, the climate on Earth has experienced changes unprecedented in the
last millennia that are attributable to human activities and go way beyond the natural
variability of the climate system Stocker et al. (2013). In global average, it is assessed
that surface temperatures in the decade from 2006 to 2015 have warmed by approximately
0.89◦C (likely between 0.75◦C and 0.99◦C) compared to pre-industrial (1850-1900) tem-
peratures (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). This temperature increase stems to a large
extent from an anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations that exert
a positive radiative forcing at the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA), which consequently leads
to a warming effect at the surface.

Looking at the zonally averaged surface temperature anomalies with respect to the
period from 1961 to 1990 in Figure 1.1, it becomes obvious that the Arctic reacts espe-
cially susceptible to global climate change. Surface temperatures in the Arctic have risen
nearly twice as strongly compared to the temperature increase of the Northern Hemisphere
(Screen and Simmonds, 2010), which is commonly known as "Arctic amplification". This
enhanced warming is caused by several climate feedback mechanisms that strengthen the
warming in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (Serreze and Barry, 2011).

In general, the climate system of the Earth tends towards radiative equilibrium at
TOA (global multi-annual mean top-of-atmosphere net radiation flux, ∆R ≈ 0), which
manifests itself in a balance between absorbed fraction of incoming solar radiation and
emitted terrestrial radiation (Mauritsen et al., 2013). Without a disturbance of this ra-
diative equilibrium (F = 0), also known as forcing, the long-term averaged, global surface
temperature is constant (∆Ts = 0). If one now imposes a radiative forcing, this radiative
equilibrium is disturbed. A well known example of such a disturbance is a change in GHG
concentrations due to fossil-fuel combustion. As the Earth’s atmosphere acts like a grey
body, the outgoing terrestrial radiation at TOA (F ↑terr) follows the Stefan-Boltzmann law:

F ↑terr = ε σ T 4
s , (1.1)

where ε is the emissivity of the atmosphere and σ = 5.67 · 10−8 kg s−3 K−4 the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant. An increase in GHG concentrations reduces the emissivity of the
atmosphere and consequently leads to a reduced emission of terrestrial radiation at TOA,
since the surface temperature Ts does not instantaneously adapt to the forcing. This
causes a reduced emission of terrestrial radiation at TOA. This consequently leads to an
accumulation of heat in the climate system, which eventually brings the climate system
back into radiative equilibrium as Ts increases. The strength of the required change in
surface temperature ∆Ts is mediated by the magnitude of the total feedback parameter
λ, which leads to the following relation:

∆R = F + λ∆Ts . (1.2)
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Figure 1.1: Zonally-averaged, yearly surface temperature anomalies with respect to the
period from 1961 to 1990 from the GISTEMP4 dataset (Lenssen et al., 2019).

From Equation 1.2, it becomes obvious that the total feedback parameter λ has to be
negative on global scale to ensure a stable climate system.

The total feedback parameter can be further decomposed into so-called climate feed-
backs, which couple the surface temperature change to the radiation balance (Mauritsen
et al., 2013). Assuming linearity between those climate feedbacks, the total feedback pa-
rameter λ can be written as the sum of the separate feedbacks. Commonly, the total
feedback parameter is separated into a component that is related to a change in surface
albedo, to a change in temperature stratification, to a change of water vapor content, and
to a change in clouds. The temperature feedback itself can further be decomposed into
a component due to a vertical homogeneous change in temperature, the so-called Planck
feedback, and into a component due to a vertical non-uniform warming, the so-called lapse-
rate feedback. In the following, a summary on how those climate feedbacks contribute to
Arctic warming in general and how they further contribute to the Arctic amplification is
given.

In recent decades, both, the Arctic summer sea ice extent (Stroeve et al., 2012) and
summer sea ice thickness (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009) were drastically reduced due to the
warmer temperatures in the higher latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The springtime
snow cover of the Arctic also shows a negative trend in the last few decades (Bormann et al.,
2018). The retreat of ice- and snow-covered regions in the Arctic exposes the underlying
surfaces that have a lower albedo. Consequently, more solar radiation is absorbed by the
surface, which makes the albedo feedback a positive feedback in those regions. In his
seminal work, Svante Arrhenius was the first to describe that the effect of a changing
CO2 concentration will be most strongly pronounced in regions where surface albedo is
altered due to a change in snow/sea ice cover. This eventually should "[...] remove the
maximum effect [of a change in atmospheric CO2 concentration] from lower parallels to
the neighbourhood of the poles." (Arrhenius, 1896).
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While definitely being the most obvious one, the effect of reduced surface albedo in
higher latitudes is not the only feedback that contributes to higher susceptibility with
respect to surface warming in the Arctic. Even if the surface albedo is held constant, the
polar regions warm faster than the tropics when imposing a radiative forcing in simula-
tions with climate models (Hall, 2004; Alexeev et al., 2005; Graversen and Wang, 2009).
Especially, feedbacks related to the temperature stratification - namely the Planck and the
lapse-rate feedbacks - are thought to strongly contribute to Arctic amplification (Winton,
2006; Langen et al., 2012; Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). The first derivative with respect
to temperature of the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Equation 1.1) is also known as Planck feed-
back. For a unit change in surface temperature, the change in terrestrial radiation emitted
by the atmosphere is the larger the warmer the surface is. Therefore, a lower temperature
change is required to compensate for an imposed radiative forcing at warmer background
temperatures. Due to colder temperatures in the Arctic compared to the tropics, the
Planck feedback, by definition, contributes to the enhanced warming of the Arctic (Pi-
than and Mauritsen, 2014). Besides the Planck feedback, which is defined as the vertically
homogeneous change of temperature, there is also an effect due to vertical non-uniform
warming, the so-called lapse-rate feedback. Using one of the earliest, albeit rather simpli-
fied climate model, Manabe and Wetherald (1975) stated that it is not only the reduced
surface albedo that causes the enhanced surface warming, but also the stably stratified
atmosphere in the Arctic that contributes to the enhanced near-surface warming. Due
to the stable temperature stratification present in the high latitudes, vertical mixing is
suppressed and the warming of the atmosphere is confined to layers near the surface. This
bottom-heavy warming profile requires a large near-surface temperature increase to offset
the effect of a positive radiative forcing (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). As the outgoing
terrestrial radiation is less than it would be the case for a vertically uniform warming, the
lapse-rate feedback is positive for a stably stratified lower troposphere. This is in con-
trast to the tropics where the surface is coupled to the upper troposphere by convective
mixing. As the tropical troposphere approximately is moist adiabatically stratified (and
is expected to remain moist adiabatically stratified as it warms), a unit change in surface
temperature results in warming aloft that is larger than that unit change. This top-heavy
warming only requires a small increase in surface temperature to offset a radiative forcing
at TOA. As more terrestrial radiation escapes the atmosphere as it would be the case for
a vertically uniform warming, the lapse-rate feedback is negative in the tropics (Pithan
and Mauritsen, 2014). Due to the different vertical structure of the temperature response
related to the lapse-rate feedback - top-heavy in the tropics versus bottom-heavy in the
Arctic - the lapse-rate feedback also contributes to Arctic amplification.

Out of all climate feedbacks, the water vapor feedback is the most positive one on global
average (Soden and Held, 2006; Klocke et al., 2013; Mauritsen et al., 2013). Water vapor
is the GHG that has the strongest influence on the climate system and is able to almost
double the warming effect of anthropogenic GHG emissions (Manabe and Wetherald,
1967). The amount of water vapor an air parcel can contain is an exponential function of
temperature, following the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. Assuming the relative humidity
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to stay approximately constant in a warming climate, the actual amount of water vapor
in the atmosphere will increase. Due to the exponential nature of the Clausius–Clapeyron
relation, the amount of water vapor will more strongly increase at warmer temperatures for
a unit change in temperature. For that reason, the contribution of enhanced water vapor
content is more strongly pronounced in lower latitudes and, therefore, counteracts Arctic
amplification. Nevertheless, the water vapor feedback still has a significant contribution
to Arctic warming (Graversen and Wang, 2009; Taylor et al., 2013; Pithan and Mauritsen,
2014).

Among all radiative feedbacks, the cloud feedback globally has the largest uncertainty
associated with it (Soden and Held, 2006; Ceppi et al., 2017; Zelinka et al., 2020). As
radiative feedbacks are calculated from global climate model (GCM) simulations, misrep-
resented processes in the respective microphysical parameterizations strongly influence the
representation of clouds and consequently the strength of the cloud feedback. On global
average, the cloud feedback is positive. This can mainly be attributed to its terrestrial
component, whereas the solar component only has a relatively small impact on the overall
cloud feedback in the multi-model mean, albeit with large uncertainty (Vial et al., 2013;
Zelinka et al., 2020). The cloud feedback shows strong geographical variations as it is
influenced by locally different changes in cloud macro- and microphysical properties (i.e.,
changes in cloud amount and/or altitude, liquid water path; Ceppi et al., 2017). When
specifically looking at the Arctic, the overall cloud feedback is relatively small in magnitude
compared to other radiative feedbacks, but its relative uncertainty is non-negligible (Pi-
than and Mauritsen, 2014; Block et al., 2020). Due to this uncertainty, no clear statement
can be made to which extent clouds do (or do not) contribute to Arctic amplification.

When looking at total feedback parameter in the Arctic in a subset of 13 GCMs that
participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5), Block et al. (2020)
showed that half of the analyzed models had a positive total feedback parameter in the
Arctic. This implies a local runaway system that cannot be brought into balance by
radiative processes alone, but further requires changes in the meridional heat transport
into the Arctic (Block et al., 2020). In fact, it has been shown that atmospheric poleward
energy transport will decrease as a result of enhanced warming in the Arctic (Hwang et al.,
2011; Kay et al., 2012; Graversen and Langen, 2019). This decreased energy transport is
mainly driven by a decreased dry static transport, whereas the transport of latent heat
into the Arctic will increase. It is thought that, despite a decrease in total poleward
energy transport, the warming contribution by atmospheric transport will be larger in
the future. This is due to the fact that the warming contribution from the transport of
latent heat will more than compensate for the reduced warming effect from dry static
transport (Graversen and Burtu, 2016; Yoshimori et al., 2017; Graversen and Langen,
2019). Nevertheless, the contribution of atmospheric transport on Arctic warming is still
a topic of debate, as some studies show only little to no effect of atmospheric transport
on Arctic amplification (Hwang et al., 2011; Kay et al., 2012). On the other hand, the
meridional oceanic transport of heat into the Arctic is thought to increase for an amplified
Arctic warming in approximately the same magnitude as atmospheric transport decreases
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(Hwang et al., 2011; Koenigk and Brodeau, 2014). Most of this enhanced ocean heat
transport is confined to deeper layers of the oceans. This is due to a relatively strong
stability gradient between warm and saline deep water and cold and fresh water near the
surface. This interface layer in stability, also known as cold halocline, inhibits mixing and
consequently prevents warming of near-surface layers. Despite the increased ocean heat
transport into the Arctic, the warming effect of this enhanced energy influx is, if at all,
rather small or even negative (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). Recent observational studies
(Polyakov et al., 2017; Timmermans et al., 2018) and studies using model data (Metzner
et al., 2020) suggested that the strength of the cold halocline is weakening, which would
facilitate mixing of warmer deep water to the surface. This weakening can enhance the
warming contribution of meridional oceanic transport in the future (Goosse et al., 2018).

In summary, the enhanced Arctic warming is an interplay of many different climate
feedbacks. Among those feedbacks, the albedo, the lapse-rate, and the Planck feedback
are the main contributors to Arctic amplification, whereas the water vapor feedback coun-
teracts the enhanced warming of the higher latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Even
though the atmospheric/oceanic transport and the cloud feedback are thought to have
only minor impact on the enhanced Arctic warming on average, their influence on the
Arctic in a warming climate is particularly uncertain (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014; Block
et al., 2020). This is especially the case for the cloud feedback, as it is not trivial to isolate
the response of Arctic clouds in response to global climate change (Kay et al., 2016b).

As stated above, misrepresented processes in the microphysical parameterizations of
atmospheric models strongly influence the representation of clouds and consequently the
cloud feedback. For that reason, it is important to compare those models to suited obser-
vations to identify, understand and finally improve misrepresented cloud processes. This
thesis aims at employing a scale- and definition-aware comparison of models and observa-
tions and will propose changes how to better parameterize clouds in atmospheric models
across scales. In advance of this comparison, the next subsection will summarize the basic
properties and processes of Arctic clouds and how well state-of-the-art atmospheric models
are able to simulate them.

1.2 Arctic clouds in observations and atmospheric models

Both, ground-based (Shupe et al., 2011) and satellite observations (Zygmuntowska et al.,
2012; Liu and Key, 2016) show that cloud cover in the Arctic is relatively high, with a
yearly average between 60 and 80 percent. In general, Arctic cloud cover is the lowest
in early spring and has a maximum in early fall. Most of the clouds observed in the
Arctic are low-level, liquid containing clouds despite temperatures well below 0◦C (Shupe
and Intrieri, 2004; Cesana et al., 2012). Liquid containing clouds in the Arctic are often
so-called mixed-phased clouds (MPCs), as they contain both, supercooled liquid droplets
and ice crystals (Shupe, 2011). This cloud type possesses a distinct vertical structure
of one or multiple layers of supercooled liquid cloud droplets, with one of these layers
usually being found at cloud top (Morrison et al., 2011). Out of those liquid layers, ice
crystals form that can be found in between those liquid layers and can eventually reach the
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ground as precipitation. MPCs often can persist for multiple days (Stramler et al., 2011),
which corresponds to their relatively high frequency of occurrence (Morrison et al., 2011).
They can persist under a variety of synoptical situations, ranging from weak synoptic-scale
forcing to large-scale subsidence (Pinto, 1998; Zuidema et al., 2005; Verlinde et al., 2007).
Especially the fact that they can persist under large-scale subsidence shows that processes
at cloud-scale are responsible for their longevity.

In general, the mixture of liquid droplets and ice crystals is inherently unstable. As
the saturation water vapor pressure with respect to ice is lower compared to supercooled
water, the amount of cloud ice eventually grows at the expense of cloud liquid water, which
is known as the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen (WBF) process (Wegener, 1911; Bergeron,
1935; Findeisen, 1938). As stated by Morrison et al. (2011), a complex web of interactions
is necessary to sustain liquid water in MPCs despite the WBF process, which acts as
a constant sink for liquid water. For liquid water and ice crystals to coexist within a
cloud for a sustained period of time, in-cloud updraft velocity has to be large enough to
enable supersaturation with respect to ice and with respect to liquid water (Korolev et al.,
2017). The source for in-cloud updrafts is mainly turbulence, which is strongly influenced
by atmospheric temperature stratification. For snow- and sea ice-covered regions of the
Arctic, the strong stability of the Arctic boundary layer mostly prevents convective mixing
(Curry et al., 1988), except for convective plumes that origin from leads in sea ice-covered
regions (Pinto and Curry, 1995). For regions with strong atmospheric stability, in-cloud
turbulence is mainly generated by radiative cooling at cloud top (Pinto, 1998; Harrington
et al., 1999), which keeps the cloud layer in a well-mixed state (Curry et al., 1988; Shupe
et al., 2013). This cloud top cooling causes buoyant production of turbulent updrafts
(Morrison et al., 2011) in which the cooling rate is sufficient to provide supersaturation
with respect to liquid water. Thus, condensational growth of cloud droplets can take
place, which enables the formation of distinct liquid layers within Arctic MPCs (Curry,
1986; Solomon et al., 2011). This processes chain provides a self-maintaining feedback
that is able to sustain liquid water within Arctic MPCs (Morrison et al., 2011) despite
the thermodynamically favorable deposition of available water vapor on ice crystals that
eventually would lead to the glaciation of those MPCs.

Nevertheless, precipitation via the ice phase is a sink for cloud condensate that would
lead to the dissipation of Arctic MPCs over time. Therefore, a constant source of moisture
is necessary that is able to replenish cloud condensate. Depending on the atmospheric
stratification, Arctic clouds can be coupled to the surface and latent heat fluxes from the
surface can act as a moisture source for those clouds. For clouds coupled to the surface,
a feedback loop, mediated by supercooled liquid water in MPCs, can be observed. By
preventing excessive terrestrial cooling of the surface, clouds sustain the coupled state and
help to sustain the moisture fluxes from the surface into the atmosphere (Morrison and
Pinto, 2005; Wang et al., 2001). Another moisture source are humidity inversions at cloud
top (Sedlar and Tjernström, 2009). Those moisture inversions are a result of a formerly
well-mixed airmass that has been advected into the Arctic. When such an airmass reaches
the Arctic, the lowermost part of the atmosphere radiatively cools, which decouples it
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from the parts further aloft. In the lower layers, condensation of available moisture and
subsequent precipitation deprives moisture of these layers, causing a moisture inversion
at cloud top (Pithan et al., 2018). This residual moist layer above cloud top can be
"tapped" via cloud top entrainment, providing a source to replenish cloud water (Sedlar
and Tjernström, 2009; Solomon et al., 2011; Shupe et al., 2013). Again, the presence of
cloud liquid water establishes a positive feedback loop, as the cloud top entrainment is
mediated by cloud top cooling.

Another factor that is important for the longevity of Arctic MPCs are aerosols. As
stated above, the deposition of water vapor via the ice phase is thermodynamically favor-
able compared to condensation. For temperatures above -40◦C, cloud ice is formed via
heterogeneous freezing on aerosols that are favorable for the nucleation of ice. The concen-
tration of these so-called ice nucleating particles (INPs) strongly influences the strength of
the WBF process. Normally, the relatively low in-cloud concentration of INPs limits the
transformation of supercooled liquid water into ice crystals (Fridlind et al., 2012). Never-
theless, even relatively small changes in INP concentration can lead to a rapid transforma-
tion of cloud liquid water into ice crystals (Morrison et al., 2011, and references therein).
As precipitation provides a sink for INPs (Rauber and Tokay, 1991), liquid droplets and
ice crystals can exist simultaneously and a new equilibrium between liquid and ice phase
is established (Eirund et al., 2019). Additionally, ice crystals in Arctic MPCs only seem to
form when sufficient liquid water is present despite the even higher supersaturation with
respect to ice (De Boer et al., 2011). This acts as a negative feedback that helps to sustain
the liquid phase in these clouds. Furthermore, an increased concentration of aerosols that
act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) has an influence on the resilience of Arctic clouds.
Especially for low CCN concentrations occasionally observed in the Arctic, an increase in
CCN will increase terrestrial emission of Arctic clouds (Mauritsen et al., 2011). This can
lead to a surface warming that consequently causes increased surface fluxes (Garrett and
Zhao, 2006), enhancing the moisture content that is available for condensation. Assuming
a constant liquid water content, a higher CCN concentration will also lead to smaller cloud
droplets that enhance cloud top reflectivity, also known as Twomey effect (Twomey, 1977).
On the other hand, aerosols also can enhance the terrestrial emissivity of Arctic MPCs
(Garrett and Zhao, 2006; Lubin and Vogelmann, 2006).

For Arctic MPCs, the presence of liquid water is the linchpin for the persistence of this
cloud type. Liquid water is the key element of several process chains that help to preserve
the liquid phase in Arctic MPCs. Even though interconnected to some extent, the fact
that not one but several process chains help to sustain cloud liquid water contributes to
the resilience of Arctic MPCs (Morrison et al., 2011). These liquid-water-centered process
chains of Arctic MPCs also causes this cloud type to quickly dissipate if liquid water
cannot sufficiently be replenished. Their longevity, but also the relatively quick dissipation
lead to a distinct two-state radiative structure of the Arctic atmospheric boundary layer:
a radiatively clear state with no or only radiatively thin clouds and a cloudy state with
opaque clouds (Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Stramler et al., 2011). As for the cloudy state, the
clear state can persist for an extended period of time. A similar, rather quick transition
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from that clear state into the cloudy state can be observed. This transition is often
associated with synoptic-scale forcing and advection of relatively warm and moist air into
the Arctic (Pithan et al., 2018).

Another specific radiative feature of Arctic clouds can be found in their cloud radiative
effect (CRE), which is defined as the difference in net irradiance between all-sky and clear-
sky conditions. While globally having a cooling effect (negative CRE) at TOA, clouds in
the Arctic have a warming effect during winter (positive CRE), and in fact during most of
the year except for a short period in summer when they also have a cooling effect (Intrieri,
2002; Zygmuntowska et al., 2012; Kay and L’Ecuyer, 2013). The warming effect of Arctic
clouds during large parts of the year can be explained by the low incoming solar radiation,
in particular during polar night when the solar component of CRE is zero by definition.
Additionally, there is only little contrast in cloud top albedo and surface albedo for sea
ice- and snow-covered regions, causing only a weak negative solar CRE during periods
with a low solar zenith angle in spring and fall. The weak negative solar component is
more than compensated by the warming effect of clouds in the terrestrial spectral range,
except the sunlit months during summer when clouds actually cool the surface. This is
due to the higher solar zenith angle and due to the larger albedo contrast between cloud
top and the surface, as the low albedo surfaces are exposed that formerly were snow and
sea ice-covered surfaces.

Altogether, processes in Arctic MPCs are interlinked in a complex web of several pro-
cess chains (Morrison et al., 2011). Especially the radiative difference between the two
preferred radiative states of the Arctic atmospheric boundary layer, which emerges from
the complex interactions in Arctic MPCs, is an important feature that has to be correctly
simulated by atmospheric models. Many processes that help to sustain those clouds act
on scales much smaller than the size of a model grid box. The effects of those non-resolved
phenomena, therefore, have to be parameterized as functions of resolved variables. Those
parameterizations are imperfect as they contain statistical formulations of processes that
act on rather small temporal and spatial scales, which introduces uncertainty. They are
formulated from basic physical understanding of processes they depicted and are fitted to
match observations from the laboratory or the real world. Additionally, GCMs are often
tuned to be in radiative balance or to fit the historical evolution of global surface tempera-
ture changes, which can be achieved by modifying physical parameterizations. Therefore,
physical processes might not be correctly represented as a consequence of this tuning.

By comparing the representation of Arctic clouds in state-of-the-art atmospheric mod-
els to observations, it becomes obvious that the Arctic is especially prone to suffer from
incorrectly represented cloud processes. Especially GCMs with relatively large grid sizes
struggle to correctly simulate even basic cloud properties like cloud cover and cloud dis-
tribution (English et al., 2015; Boeke and Taylor, 2016), as well as the annual cycle in
cloud cover with a minimum in winter (Liu et al., 2012). Such biases can also be identified
for regional climate models in the Arctic (Klaus et al., 2016) that have a finer resolution
compared to GCMs. Another issue often found in GCMs is that they struggle to correctly
simulate the phase state of clouds in the Arctic. As has been shown from ground-based
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(Shupe and Intrieri, 2004) and satellite observations (Cesana et al., 2012), liquid con-
taining clouds are ubiquitous all over the Arctic and their CRE can significantly alter
radiative budgets (Bennartz et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2015). Present-day climate models
often underestimate the proportion of liquid to ice in MPCs (Komurcu et al., 2014; Cesana
et al., 2015; McCoy et al., 2016), which for some models is especially the case in the Arctic
(Barton et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2016a). This underestimated amount of liquid water in
MPCs can often be related to a too efficient WBF process in climate models (Tan et al.,
2016).

The incorrect simulation of the phase state of Arctic clouds consequently reflects on the
ability of those models to correctly simulate the radiative budget in the high latitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere. Models in which supercooled water freezes at too high temperatures
often cannot reproduce the cloudy state (Engström et al., 2014; Pithan et al., 2014). This
consequently reflects on the radiative budget and temperature stratification, as models
that lack the cloudy state display excessive radiative cooling of the surface (Kay et al.,
2016a). Those inter-model differences in the representation of physical processes introduce
uncertainties in model-derived estimates of the CRE (Karlsson and Svensson, 2013; English
et al., 2015; Boeke and Taylor, 2016), which ultimately introduces the aforementioned
uncertainty when quantifying the Arctic cloud feedback.

1.3 Objectives and outline

To identify physical processes that are misrepresented in atmospheric models, it is in-
evitable to compare them to observations (Lohmann et al., 2007a). This thesis aims at
identifying misrepresented processes in atmospheric models across scales in the Arctic
with a special focus on cloud macro- and microphysical properties. As pointed out by
Kay et al. (2016b), any comparison between modeled and observed quantities can easily
be misleading if such a comparison is not scale- and definition-aware. Therefore, special
attention will be placed on those aspects. Based on model-to-observation comparisons,
possible improvements to the representation of misrepresented processes in the models
analyzed will be proposed.

The first part of this thesis will focus on the evaluation of Arctic cloud properties within
the global atmospheric model ECHAM6 (Stevens et al., 2013), which is the atmospheric
component within the Max-Planck-Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM; Giorgetta
et al., 2013). This GCM is one out of only a few models within CMIP5 that are able
to reproduce the cloudy state in the Arctic (Pithan et al., 2014). The existence of the
cloudy state in the MPI-ESM also can be identified by a relatively high cloud amount
compared to most other CMIP5 models that tend to underestimate cloud amount in
the Arctic (English et al., 2015). To identify processes and parameterizations that are
responsible for the higher cloud amount, observations of Arctic cloud cover and cloud phase
from the lidar onboard the polar orbiting Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite will be compared to ECHAM6. To ensure
a scale- and definition-aware comparison between the two datasets, the Cloud Feedback
Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP; Bodas-
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Salcedo et al., 2011) will be used. This initial comparison will serve as the basis for
several sensitivity studies that aim at understanding why ECHAM6 is able to reproduce
the cloudy state in the Arctic. The results from this analysis have been published in
Kretzschmar et al. (2019).

In the second part of this thesis, aircraft observations from the Arctic Cloud Observa-
tions Using airborne measurements during polar Day (ACLOUD) campaign in May/June
2017 around Svalbard, Norway will be compared to simulations from the ICOsahedral
Non-hydrostatic (ICON) model (Zängl et al., 2015). ICON is run a limited-area setup
at a horizontal resolution of 1.2 km. This relatively high spatial resolution and spatio-
temporal sampling along the aircraft flight track will ensure a scale-aware comparison.
Observed irradiances during the fights will be compared to the ICON simulations. Again,
this initial comparison will serve as the basis for a further in-depth analysis that aims at
identifying biases in the model that affect the radiative budget in ICON. The results from
this analysis have been published in Kretzschmar et al. (2020).

The third part of this thesis will summarize the results of studies to which contributions
have been made to during the Ph.D. Although these studies are not directly related to the
Arctic, they are relevant to the representation of clouds, aerosols and radiation in models
across scales. The focus is on aerosol-radiation (Petersik et al., 2018) and on aerosol-cloud
interactions (Costa-Surós et al., 2020). For each publication, a summary of the main
results and of the specific contributions by the author of this thesis will be outlined.
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2 Representation of Arctic clouds in ECHAM6 and their
sensitivity to physical parameterizations1

2.1 Introduction

As stated in the motivation, present-day atmospheric models often struggle to correctly
simulate cloud amount and cloud phase in the Arctic, which can be related to misrep-
resented microphysical processes in Arctic MPCs. Correctly representing microphysical
processes in Arctic MPCs is key to correctly simulate typical features like their longevity
(Morrison et al., 2011) and the typical two-state radiative structure of the Arctic boundary
layer (Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Stramler et al., 2011). As it has been shown by Pithan
et al. (2014), models in which supercooled water freezes at too high temperatures often
cannot reproduce the cloudy state. One of the few GCMs that is able to reproduce the
cloudy state in the Arctic is the MPI-ESM (Giorgetta et al., 2013). The MPI-ESM is also
able to better simulate near-surface stability compared to reanalyses (Pithan et al., 2014).
This can be related to the fact that the MPI-ESM is able to sustain liquid water in clouds
even at relatively low temperatures in the polar regions (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 in
Cesana et al., 2015). The presence of liquid water at relatively low temperatures in Arctic
clouds also reflects on the net surface CRE of the MPI-ESM, as it exceeds the multi-model
mean of models participating in CMIP3 (Svensson and Karlsson, 2011) and CMIP5 com-
pared to other CMIP5 models (Boeke and Taylor, 2016). The MPI-ESM is also in better
agreement with the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System – Energy Balanced
and Filled (CERES-EBAF) surface net CRE (Boeke and Taylor, 2016). The existence
of the cloudy state in the MPI-ESM also shows in the greater Arctic (low-level) cloud
amount in this model, while most other models underestimate the cloud amount in the
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere(English et al., 2015).

As the MPI-ESM is quite different compared to other climate models when it comes to
clouds in the Arctic, the main goal of this analysis is to identify processes and parameter-
izations that are responsible for the above-mentioned features. To identify such processes,
a thorough evaluation of the model using observations is necessary. Well suited for such an
evaluation are datasets from satellite remote sensing. Satellites can provide observations
on spatial and temporal scales much closer to the scales of GCMs and are, therefore, well
suited for assessing the performance of such models. Satellite remote sensing in the Arctic
has to deal with several aspects that complicate their use in evaluating cloud properties
in GCMs, which is especially the case for passive sensors. The polar night and often
prevailing low-level inversions at high latitudes make it hard for passive instruments to
discriminate between snow/sea ice and low-level clouds, as they solely rely on the reflected
and emitted radiation in the solar and terrestrial spectral ranges, respectively (Liu et al.,
2010; Karlsson and Dybbroe, 2010). Active satellites like CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002)
and CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2003) are better suited, as they are less affected by the
environmental conditions in the Arctic than passive sensors (Zygmuntowska et al., 2012;
Kay and L’Ecuyer, 2013). Additionally, active satellites can provide vertical profiles of

1This chapter is in major parts identical with the publication Kretzschmar et al. (2019)
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cloud microphysical properties (especially CloudSat and to some extent also CALIPSO),
which passive satellites can not provide. To facilitate the comparison of properties derived
by satellites and the output from GCMs, COSP (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) has been
developed. With the help of this satellite simulator, it is possible to consistently evalu-
ate the results from GCMs by using common definitions of clouds observed from satellite
and clouds simulated in GCMs. COSP has been used in various model evaluation studies
(Nam and Quaas, 2012; Cesana and Chepfer, 2013; Nam et al., 2014), with some studies
especially focusing on clouds in the Arctic (Barton et al., 2012; English et al., 2014; Kay
et al., 2016a; Morrison et al., 2019).

In the following, the performance of the atmospheric model ECHAM6 (Stevens et al.,
2013), which is the atmospheric component of the MPI-ESM, will be evaluated in the
Arctic with a focus on the representation of clouds in this remote region. COSP-derived
model output will be compared to the GCM-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (GOCCP)
dataset (Chepfer et al., 2010; Cesana and Chepfer, 2013), processed by the CFMIP Ob-
servations for Model Evaluation Project (CFMIP-OBS; Webb et al., 2017). Using this
dataset ensures a consistent model-to-observation comparison as their diagnostics of ob-
servational data are consistent with the diagnostics within COSP. Based on the results
of this evaluation, dedicated sensitivity studies will be conducted that aim at identifying
processes and parameterizations that will provide insight into why ECHAM6/MPI-ESM
is so different compared to other climate models in the Arctic.

2.2 Model and data

2.2.1 ECHAM6

In this study, the atmospheric model ECHAM6 (Stevens et al., 2013), developed by the
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg in its most recent version (ECHAM6.3;
Mauritsen et al., 2019) is used. The adiabatic core of the model solves the primitive
equations in mixed finite-difference/spectral discretization, whereas diabatic processes are
parameterized in grid point space. For all simulations with ECHAM6 in this analysis, a
horizontal resolution of T63 (denoting a triangular truncation of the spherical harmonics
to 63 wave numbers) is used, which is equivalent to a Gaussian grid of approximately
1.875◦× 1.875◦. In the vertical, a hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate system is employed in
ECHAM6. For the simulations in this analysis, the atmosphere in the model is divided
into 47 vertical layers that reach from the surface up to 0.01 hPa. No in-detail description
about the physical parameterizations will be given here, as an elaborate description can
be found in Stevens et al. (2013). However, some of the parameterizations of physical
processes will be modified in the sensitivity studies within this analysis and a more detailed
description of those parameterizations will be provided in the respective sections. For the
basic evaluation of ECHAM6, the model is run from 2007 to the end of 2012, while for
the sensitivity studies, only the years 2007 and 2008 will be used to reduce computational
cost. For all simulations, a model spin-up of six months is chosen. The model’s vorticity
and divergence are nudged to ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) to enable a
more consistent comparison to satellite observations despite the relatively short run time
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high clouds ptop < 440 hPa
mid clouds 680 hPa > ptop ≥ 440 hPa
low clouds ptop ≥ 680 hPa

Table 2.1: Altitude bins for low-, mid, and high clouds as defined in the GOCCP dataset,
where ptop is the pressure at the top of the respective altitude bin.

of the model of less than five years. Monthly observations of sea surface temperature
and sea ice concentration from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)
II dataset (Taylor et al., 2000) are used as boundary conditions to further constrain the
model.

To better compare the model results to the satellite observations, COSP (Bodas-Salcedo
et al., 2011) in version 1.4 will be used. COSP uses model output like the profiles of tem-
perature, pressure, cloud cover, cloud water content, as well as precipitation flux of rain
and snow from large-scale/convective precipitation as input for its calculations. To en-
able a more consistent comparison between modeled and observed cloud properties, each
grid box within COSP is divided into a specified number of subcolumns (in this analysis,
40 subcolumns will be used) to account for subgrid-scale variability of grid-scale cloud
properties (i.e., cloud cover and hydrometeors). For the subdivision of cloud properties
into subcolumns, the Subgrid Cloud Overlap Profile Sampler (SCOPS) is used within the
framework of COSP, which originally was developed as part of the International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) simulator (Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al., 2001).
It applies a pseudo-random sampling of cloud properties to be consistent with the cloud
overlap assumption of the host model. Additionally, the precipitation fluxes in those newly
created subcolumns are determined following a simple algorithm developed by Zhang et al.
(2010). The calculations of the satellite simulators within COSP are then performed on
each subcolumn to simulate specific signals received by the respective instrument and to
mimic the retrievals derived from these instruments. By using the same instruments sen-
sitivities, cloud overlap assumptions, as well as subsequent retrievals, COSP generates an
output that is similar to the observations from satellites and provides a common basis for
comparing model simulations to satellite-derived observations. The satellite simulator is
implemented into ECHAM6 and is run online during the integration of the model. Multi-
ple satellite simulators are available within COSP, but in the following, only the simulator
for the lidar on CALIPSO (ACTive remote sensing SIMulator (ACTSIM); Chepfer et al.,
2008) is used. The COSP-derived output fields are interpolated onto the 2◦ × 2◦ GOCCP
grid to further facilitate a more consistent comparison. In the following, COSP-processed
ECHAM6 output from the lidar simulator will be denoted as ECHAM6(COSP).

2.2.2 CALIPSO-GOCCP

To evaluate to what extent ECHAM6 is able to simulate cloud macro- (cloud cover) and
microphysical (cloud phase) properties of Arctic clouds, the GOCCP dataset (Chepfer
et al., 2010) is used, which is generated from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polarization (CALIOP) Level 1B National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Langley Atmospheric Sciences Data Center CALIPSO datasets. CALIPSO was launched
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in April 2006 and is part of the A-Train. This constellation of satellites is flying in a polar,
sun-synchronous orbit. Their orbit has an inclination of 98.2◦ and the satellites cross the
ascending/descending node at 1330/0130 local solar time. Due to their inclination and
due to the fact that only a narrow swath at nadir is observed, CALIPSO can only retrieve
information from 82◦N to 82◦ S. It takes 16 days for the satellite to sample the same swath
again. The fact that there is no information available north of 82◦N is disadvantageous
for this analysis, but in return, all regions close to the northern boundary of 82◦N are
sampled with a high temporal frequency due to the inclination of the orbit. The lidar
on CALIPSO is a dual-wavelength (1064 nm, 532 nm), near-nadir looking lidar. Both
channels are used to measure the lidar backscattering intensity. The receiver at 532 nm
measures orthogonally polarized components of the backscattered lidar signal, which can
be used to retrieve information on the shape of the scattering particle.

The CALIOP data in the GOCCP dataset is interpolated onto a 2◦ × 2◦ grid in the
horizontal and on an equally spaced vertical grid (∆z = 480m) with 40 vertical levels
ranging from the surface to 19 km. On this grid, the lidar scattering ratio (SR) is com-
puted by comparing the backscattered intensity of the lidar beam to that of a molecular
atmosphere (no clouds or aerosols). A layer can then be classified as cloudy (SR>5), clear
(0.01<SR<1.2), fully attenuated (SR<0.01) or unclassified (1.2<SR<5). Using these
thresholds, cloud cover for different layers (low, mid, high) can be diagnosed. Those layers
are defined as in Table 2.1. Monthly averaged data from daytime and nighttime overpasses
of CALIPSO will be used in this analysis. The GOCCP dataset additionally contains in-
formation on the phase of the cloud that is observed by CALIOP. By comparing the
received total attenuated backscatter (ATB) lidar profile to the received perpendicularly
polarized attenuated backscatter (ATB⊥) lidar profile (relative to the incident plane of the
lidar beam), information on the shape of the particle that scattered the lidar beam can
be retrieved. Assuming a scattering angle of 180◦ and no multiple scattering, a spherical
particle does not change the polarization of the received lidar signal (ATB⊥=0) while a
nonspherical particle polarizes the backscattered lidar signal and consequently leads to
a larger ATB⊥ (Cesana and Chepfer, 2013). Using a phase discrimination line that is
a function of ATB and ATB⊥ (see Equation 3 in Cesana and Chepfer, 2013), one can
distinguish in which phase state the scattering particle is. In late 2007, the nadir pointing
angle of CALIPSO was changed to avoid spurious values of optical properties in case of
oriented crystals being present in clouds. As stated by Cesana et al. (2016), changing
the nadir-pointing angle resulted in less false cloud detection and less false liquid cloud
determination since ice crystal plates produce the same signature as liquid droplets. The
year 2007, nevertheless, will be used in this analysis as the effects of the change of the
nadir-pointing angle on the comparison are rather small and can probably be attributed to
internal variability and the results of the initial evaluation remain more or less unchanged.

Even though an active sensor like CALIPSO is better suited for Arctic spaceborne
remote sensing than passive sensors (Zygmuntowska et al., 2012; Kay and L’Ecuyer, 2013),
it will also be affected by the atmospheric conditions at high latitudes, which will introduce
observational uncertainties. Due to the prevailing low-level, liquid containing clouds in the
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Figure 2.1: Difference in cloud cover profiles (from 2007 to 2009) of ECHAM6(COSP) to
ECHAM6 and differences of GOCCP to ground-based observations. Cloud
cover profiles from ground-based observations are derived from 35-GHz mil-
limeter wavelength cloud radar (MMCR) in Barrow and Eureka as described
in Shupe et al. (2011). Shaded areas show the effect of using the neighboring
gridpoints around the location in the gridded data.

Arctic (Shupe and Intrieri, 2004), the lidar beam can get attenuated by those optically
thick clouds (Cesana et al., 2012). The lidar beam can not penetrate through those
low-level clouds and will cause an underestimation of clouds in the lowest layers of the
atmosphere. Comparing several CALIPSO-derived datasets to ground-based observations
at the Barrow Atmospheric Baseline Observatory (hereafter referred to as Barrow) and
Eureka, Liu et al. (2017) showed that near-surface cloud cover can be underestimated by
up to 40% due to the attenuation of the lidar beam by those opaque, low-level, liquid
containing clouds. Even if the lidar beam is not attenuated and can reach down to the
surface, clouds might be missed by GOCCP. As Lacour et al. (2017) stated, using a
SR > 5 to detect clouds can cause a significant underestimation of low-level ice clouds
because those optically thin clouds with small vertical extent might be missed with this
detection threshold. Nevertheless, they found that the GOCCP dataset is superior over
most passive spaceborne sensors as it is much closer to ground-based observations. Further
uncertainty is introduced by different spatio-temporal sampling when comparing ground-
based observation to spaceborne observation (Cesana et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2017). To
circumvent some of the reported issues, modeled cloud cover is not directly compared to
GOCCP but COSP is employed in this study. By using the same detection threshold for
clouds, not suffering from similar attenuation effects of the (simulated) lidar beam and
also comparing the modeled and observed clouds on a similar spatial and temporal scale
should enable a more consistent comparison.

To show that COSP-derived cloud cover suffers from a similar underestimation of low-
level clouds as it is the case for satellite observed cloud cover, the differences in cloud cover
profiles as simulated by COSP as diagnosed from the cloud cover scheme in ECHAM6 and
are compared to the differences in cloud cover as observed from the spaceborne lidar
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Figure 2.2: Multi-year (2007-2012), temporally averaged total cloud cover (in %) from
CALIPSO (a) and from ECHAM6(COSP) (b) in the Arctic, as well as dif-
ference between modeled and observed total cloud cover (c). The black line
indicates the edge of regions with sea ice cover greater than 50% or snow cover
greater than 1 cm as simulated by ECHAM6.

in the GOCCP dataset and as observed by ground-based observations. For ground-based
observations, data from the 35-GHz millimeter wavelength cloud radar (MMCR) in Barrow
and Eureka as described in Shupe et al. (2011) for the period from 2007 to 2009 is used.
GOCCP underestimates the cloud amount in lowest levels of the troposphere by 15 to
20% at both locations for reasons described above. Looking at the difference between
COSP- and ECHAM-derived cloud cover, one finds that ECHAM+COSP also omits clouds
close to the surface. Looking at the observed and modeled differences of the cloud cover
profiles, the differences almost perfectly match for Barrow (except for the lowest level,
which might be an artifact of vertically interpolating the data on the ECHAM6 grid).
Differences at Eureka also show an underestimation of cloud cover close to the surface,
even if the difference of observed to modeled clouds does not compare as well as for Barrow.
Nevertheless, the comparison in Figure 2.1 shows that the observational uncertainties
present in the CALIPSO derived GOCCP dataset can in part be countered by using
COSP-derived cloud products, which enables a fair comparison between observed and
model clouds (Kay et al., 2016b). In the following, data from the GOCCP dataset will
simply be denoted as CALIPSO.

2.3 Representation of Arctic clouds in ECHAM6

2.3.1 Comparison to CALIPSO

For a first general estimation of the performance of ECHAM6 regarding the simulation
of cloud properties, the temporal mean of a nudged ECHAM6 simulation for the years
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Figure 2.3: Same as Figure 2.2 (c) but for seasonally averaged differences (in %) between
modeled and observed total cloud cover.

spanning from 2007 to 2012 will be compared to the temporal mean of CALIPSO data
for the same period. The total cloud cover from CALIPSO and from ECHAM6(COSP)
is shown in Figure 2.2. For further illustration, the edge of regions that are covered with
snow and sea ice is marked by a black line. For a region to be considered snow- and
sea-ice-covered, the snow height has to be greater than 1 cm and the sea ice cover has to
greater then 50%. The information on snow and sea ice cover are derived from ECHAM6
for all plots in Figure 2.2.

Looking at the satellite-derived total cloud cover, it becomes visible that oceanic regions
have relatively high cloud cover compared to continental areas. This also applies to sea
ice-covered regions, which generally have lower cloud cover than adjacent oceanic regions.
While a similar pattern can be observed from the COSP-derived total cloud cover, the
contrast between oceanic and continental/sea ice covered-regions in ECHAM6 is not as
strongly expressed as it is the case for total cloud cover from CALIPSO. Looking at
the differences between observed and modeled cloud cover, the not as strongly expressed
contrast leads to an overestimated cloud amount in the model. Furthermore, areas with
overestimated cloud cover seem to correspond with areas that are covered with snow and
sea ice. The overestimation of cloud cover in those areas is opposing the general low bias
in cloud cover over the ocean and continental regions, which are not covered by snow.

Looking at the seasonal difference between CALIPSO and ECHAM6(COSP) in Fig-
ure 2.3, a strong seasonal dependence on the cloud cover bias in the Arctic can be observed.
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Figure 2.4: Multi-year (2007-2012), meridional averaged (60◦ to 82◦N) seasonal difference
in cloud cover between ECHAM6(COSP) and CALIPSO (in %) for total liquid
clouds (a) and total ice clouds (b).

While there seems to be a general underestimation of clouds over oceanic regions in all
seasons, a seasonal dependency of the above-reported overestimation of total cloud cover
in high latitudes can be observed. This overestimation is strongest in winter (DJF) and
spring (MAM), while total cloud cover is only slightly overestimated in summer (JJA)
and fall (SON). Again, the positive bias in total cloud cover seems to some extent to
be correlated with snow- and sea-ice-covered regions, which are indicated by the black
contour line.

In the following, the main focus will be placed on the positive cloud cover bias over
snow- and sea-ice-covered areas. For the sake of a more compact illustration of the geo-
graphical and seasonal variation of the differences in cloud cover between the model and
the observations, the meridional averages of the different seasons between 60◦ and 82◦N
will be used in the following. When discriminating between ice- and liquid-containing
clouds (Figure 2.4), one finds that the seasonal and geographical differences in compar-
ison to CALIPSO in total cloud cover as shown in Figure 2.3 are mainly mediated by
liquid-containing clouds. As for total clouds, the positive bias in liquid containing clouds
is strongest over Siberia and North America and the Arctic Ocean in winter and spring,
when those regions are covered with snow and sea ice, respectively. Over the North At-
lantic and Europe, liquid clouds seem to be generally underestimated in any season. In
summer and fall, liquid containing clouds are generally slightly underestimated indepen-
dent of the region. Looking at ice clouds, a general overestimation of this cloud type in
ECHAM6 can be observed in high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. The amount
of high clouds is most strongly overestimated in fall and winter with a positive bias in
cloud cover of more than 10%. Despite being still overestimated in spring and summer,
ice clouds in the model compare a little better to the ice clouds observed by the satellite.
While showing a slight seasonal dependency, no real geographical pattern in the cloud
cover bias for ice clouds can be identified in the model.

Furthermore, it is important to know at which altitude the clouds are situated that are
responsible for the above -eported bias. Figure 2.5 shows the meridional mean difference
in ECHAM6(COSP) and CALIPSO from 60◦ to 82◦N for low-, mid-, and high cloud cover
(altitude bins defined as in Section 2.2.2). For low-level clouds, a clear influence of season
and longitude on the difference in cloud cover can be observed, which is especially the
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Figure 2.5: Multi-year (2007-2012), meridional averaged (60◦ to 82◦N) seasonal difference
in cloud cover between ECHAM6(COSP) and CALIPSO (in %) for low- (a),
mid- (b) and high clouds (c).

case in winter and spring. During these two seasons and over nearly all regions (except
the North Atlantic and Europe), ECHAM6(COSP) simulates a greater cloud cover than
observed by CALIPSO. This spatial and temporal pattern is similar to the bias in total
and liquid cloud cover. As low clouds often contain liquid water due to higher temperatures
close to the surface and are furthermore the most common cloud type in high latitudes of
the Northern Hemisphere, the difference in total cloud cover is strongly mediated by the
difference in low-level clouds, which explain the similarities. Again, the positive bias in low
clouds seems to be correlated with snow and sea ice coverage of the surface. The positive
bias for those clouds is strongest over Siberia and North America during winter and spring
when those regions are snow-covered and the Arctic Ocean is covered with sea ice. Besides
low-level clouds, high-level clouds also seem to be not simulated correctly in ECHAM6.
The model generally overestimates the amount of high-level clouds but, in contrast to
low-level clouds, they do not show a strongly expressed dependency on longitude. The
amount of high clouds is most strongly overestimated in fall and winter and a little less
during spring and summer, which is comparable to the biases reported for ice clouds. For
mid-level clouds, cloud cover matches the observations in spring and to some extent also
in fall relatively well, whereas in summer (winter) mid-level cloud cover is underestimated
(overestimated) by the model. For spring, summer and fall, no significant dependency on
longitude is distinguishable, which is not the case for winter where a similar behavior can
be observed as for low-level clouds.

To further illustrate and interpret the biases in mid-level clouds observed in Figure 2.5,
vertical profiles of cloud cover from ECHAM6(COSP) are shown in Figure 2.6. The reason
for seasonal variation in mid-level clouds can be explained by the varying height of upper-
level clouds in ECHAM6. While those clouds are considered to be high-level clouds in
summer, they are partly present in the altitude bin for mid-level clouds in winter. This
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Figure 2.6: Vertical cloud cover profiles from ECHAM6(COSP) for winter (blue) and sum-
mer (red). The dashed lines indicate the thresholds for the altitude bins defined
as in Table 2.1.

seasonal variability can be explained by the cooler temperatures during winter in the
troposphere, which cause ice clouds to form at lower altitudes. Therefore, some of the
cirrus clouds in ECHAM6 are considered mid-level clouds in winter, which is not the case
for the cloud cover profile in CALIPSO (not shown). This effect reverses in summer when
ECHAM6 underestimates the amount of mid-level clouds and the model simulates the
bulk of the cirrus clouds at higher altitudes.

2.3.2 Comparison to ground-based observations, reanalysis and
CERES-EBAF

Using spatially fixed observations for a comparison to an atmospheric model with grid
spacing on the order of a few hundred kilometers is easily misleading due to different
spatial scales. Additionally, it is intricate to make such a comparison fully consistent due
to fundamental differences in the way physical properties are diagnosed in the model and in
the observations. As the cloud cover bias, and especially the bias in low-level clouds, in the
model is relatively strong, a comparison to ground-based observations should nevertheless
be, to some extent, consistent with the biases that have been found in comparison to
satellite observations.

To this end, ground-based derived cloud cover profiles for two sites in the Arctic,
namely Barrow and Eureka, are compared to the ECHAM6 native cloud cover as diag-
nosed directly by its cloud cover scheme. These differences are considered as the "true"
differences between modeled and observed clouds and are compared to the differences of
ECHAM6(COSP) to CALIPSO on which the claim of an overestimated low-level cloud
cover in the Arctic was based. The ground-based profiles are based on the 35-GHz MMCRs
in Barrow and Eureka for the years 2007 to 2009 (Shupe et al., 2011). For better compar-
ison, all datasets are vertically interpolated onto the ECHAM6 grid as it has the largest
grid spacing in the vertical. To illustrate the spatial variability, profiles of cloud cover
differences in a 3×3 and 5×5 grid are plotted around the respective station (see Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Cloud cover profile differences evaluated for gridpoints on a 3×3 grid around
the respective station for DJF (top) and MAM (bottom). The solid line rep-
resents the median of the differences on the 3×3 grid and the area enclosed by
the shading the range of possible difference within the 3×3.

and Figure 2.8). One might now argue that a 5×5 grid or even a 3×3 grid might not be
representative if one compares it to spatially fixed observations, especially if environmental
conditions vary as much as it is the case for Barrow and Eureka due to the close vicinity of
the sea. In each numerical model, and in particular also in the spectral model ECHAM6,
individual grid-points do not carry independent information, and the effective resolution
is substantially coarser than the nominal resolution. ECHAM6 solves the primitive equa-
tions in spherical harmonics and artifacts of this are visible in the model output as ’wavy’
structures (see plots of global cloud cover in Stevens et al. (2013) for examples of those
’wavy’ structures). Therefore, it is necessary to choose a large enough observational area
that is as least as large as one wavelength of those ’wavy’ structures to avoid any local
minimum or maximum and to get statistically significant results.

In the following comparison, the ground-based profile is always the same while for
gridded data, the grid point where the difference is evaluated is shifted within the n×n
grid. The solid line represents the median cloud cover difference in the n×n grid while
the shaded area shows the range between the maximum and the minimum difference out
of the n×n grid for each vertical level. For the 3×3 grid in Figure 2.7, the differences of
ECHAM6(COSP) to CALIPSO show a positive bias close to the surface except for Barrow
in spring but here, the spatial variation is quite large as can be seen from the shaded area.
One also sees that the difference between the native cloud cover from ECHAM6 and the
ground-based observation is also positive near the surface except for Barrow in winter
where it is slightly negative. The comparison is repeated on a 5×5 grid (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Same as Figure 2.7 but for a 5×5 grid around the respective station.

The median of both, the differences of ECHAM6 to ground-based observations and the
differences of ECHAM6(COSP) to CALIPSO, is positive for Barrow and Eureka in winter
and spring. As one might expect, the spatial variability increases for the 5×5 grid as can be
seen from the shaded range. For all stations and seasons, the median is rather on the high
side than on the low side for cloud cover differences, giving confidence that cloud cover is
overestimated in the 5×5 region around Barrow and Eureka. The comparison shows that,
compared to ground-based observations, the model slightly overestimates cloud cover in
layers close to the surface, even though not as pronounced as it is the case for the differences
of ECHAM6(COSP) to CALIPSO. Additionally, as can be seen from the large variability
of the differences of ECHAM6(COSP) to CALIPSO around those two stations (where the
evaluated grid point is shifted consistently within the two datasets), it becomes obvious
that observations from Barrow and Eureka might not be representative for the whole
Arctic, which is especially the case close to the surface both in the 3×3 and the 5×5 grid.

To show that the above reported overestimated amount of low-level clouds is not just
due to possible observational uncertainties in the CALIPSO dataset, it is additionally
assessed how well the model is able to reproduce profiles of temperature and relative
humidity in the Arctic. Cloud cover in ECHAM6 is diagnosed as a non-linear function
of grid-scale relative humidity following the approach of Sundqvist et al. (1989). The
fractional cloud cover in the Sundqvist scheme C is formulated as such:

C = 1−
√

1− r − rcrit
rsat − rcrit

, (2.1)

where r is the relative humidity, rcrit the subgrid-scale condensation threshold in a grid
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box and rsat is the saturation relative humidity. rcrit is a function of pressure, which
varies from 0.9 at the surface to 0.7 at the top of the troposphere. From the model side,
high values of relative humidity are, therefore, indicative of a larger cloud cover. For that
reason, profiles of temperature and humidity from the model are compared to profiles
measured by radiosondes within high latitudes. Additionally, data from ERA-Interim
(Dee et al., 2011) is used to obtain further information about the stratification besides the
spatially limited profiles from radiosondes. Due to the sparse availability of observational
data in high latitude, one should not take data from ERA-Interim at face value, but it,
nevertheless, provides another estimate to evaluate ECHAM6. To make the profiles of
the various stations independent of surface elevation, height above the ground is used
as the vertical coordinate in the analysis and radiosonde data is linearly interpolated to
altitudes above the surface spanning from 0m to 1000m in steps of 500m. Using such a
vertical coordinate facilitates the comparison of several stations that might vary in surface
elevation. Additionally, it is independent of the synoptic situation, which would not be
the case if one uses pressure as the vertical coordinate. A disadvantage of this vertical
coordinate is that the surface elevation in the model and the reanalysis is a grid-box mean,
which can deviate from the actual surface elevation of the station. As most stations are
situated near the coast or within the rather flat plains of the Siberian tundra, only minor
inconsistencies are expected. One also has to keep in mind that the vertical resolution of
the soundings, ECHAM6 and ERA-Interim is rather poor, so only a certain level of detail
can be expected from them.

Figure 2.9 shows that ECHAM6 underestimates surface temperature compared to ERA-
Interim in large parts of high latitudes. In contrast, the difference between ECHAM6
and the radiosonde profiles shows a slight positive bias, especially over Siberia. This
discrepancy between ERA-Interim and the radiosondes is not as large at 500m and 1000m
AGL. At those altitudes, ECHAM6 is in good agreement with the observations and ERA-
Interim. Looking at the biases in relative humidity, both ERA-Interim and the radiosonde
profiles show that ECHAM6 seems to overestimate relative humidity at the surface. This
overestimation is most strongly pronounced over Siberia and Northern America, which
is consistent with the overestimated low-level cloud cover in those regions as shown in
Figure 2.5. Even though a direct relationship between cloud cover and relative humidity
should not be interpreted as watertight evidence, the positive bias in relative humidity
(compared to reanalysis and radiosondes) supports the initial claim of overestimated low-
level cloud cover in high latitudes in ECHAM6 as it has been diagnosed from satellite
observations.

As stated in the motivation, not being able to correctly simulate clouds in the Arctic
will also reflect on the amount of radiative energy received by the Arctic climate system.
As previously shown, ECHAM6 struggles to correctly represent clouds in the Arctic, which
consequently will have an effect on radiative quantities. To evaluate the performance of
the model in this regard, irradiances at TOA as simulated by ECHAM6 are compared to
monthly averaged irradiances from the CERES-EBAF dataset Edition 4.1 (Loeb et al.,
2018). Furthermore, ECHAM6 simulated irradiances at the surface are compared to the
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Figure 2.9: Temperature differences (top; in K) and relative humidity differences (bottom;
in %) between ECHAM6 and ERA-Interim averaged from 2007 to 2012 at the
surface, at 500m and at 1000m. Filled circles show the same differences for
profiles derived from radiosonde data. The vertical coordinate is height above
ground level (AGL).

respective surface irradiances from CERES-EBAF surface dataset (Kato et al., 2018).
The surface irradiances in the CERES-EBAF dataset are derived from dedicated radia-
tive transfer simulations that use satellite-derived properties of clouds, aerosols and the
underlying surfaces, as well profiles of temperature and humidity from Goddard Earth
Observing System reanalysis (Rienecker et al., 2008) as input. Those inputs are sub-
sequently adjusted such that the simulated irradiances at TOA are consistent with the
CERES-EBAF TOA irradiances. A comparison to four sites in the Arctic, where ground-
based radiation observations were performed, showed that the bias for downward solar
and terrestrial irradiances in the CERES-EBAF dataset are 3.6Wm−2 and 0.2Wm−2

(see Table 7 in Kato et al., 2018), respectively. Due to the high temporal and spatial
variability of the Arctic climate system in terms of atmospheric and surface variables, the
radiative budget itself is highly variable within the Arctic. This shows in the associated
root-mean-squared errors for the surface downward solar and terrestrial irradiances of the
CERES-EBAF dataset, which both exceed 10Wm−2 in the Arctic (see Table 8 in Kato
et al., 2018). Despite the inherent uncertainties of CERES-EBAF at the surface, it will be
used in the following evaluation of ECHAM6 as this dataset has the lowest biases compared
to other datasets that provide surface irradiances (Christensen et al., 2016). To ensure
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Figure 2.10: (a): Multi-year (2007-2012), area-averaged (60◦ to 82◦N) differences between
ECHAM6 and CERES-EBAF for all-sky albedo and terrestrial irradiances
at TOA. (b): As (a) but for differences in incoming terrestrial radiation at
the surface, as well as differences in all-sky transmissivities at the surface.
Positive differences in outgoing/incoming terrestrial irradiances at the TOA
(surface) indicate more outgoing (incoming) terrestrial radiation simulated
by ECHAM6 compared to CERES-EBAF. Variables dependent on solar ra-
diation are not shown during winter months (NDJF).

compatibility with ECHAM6, the radiative quantities in the CERES-EBAF dataset were
remapped from their native 1◦× 1◦ grid onto the coarser horizontal grid of ECHAM6. As
for the comparison to CALIPSO, the Arctic domain is defined as the latitudes ranging
from 60◦ to 82◦N. Due to high seasonal variability in incoming solar irradiances, the out-
going solar radiation at TOA and the incoming solar radiation at the surface have been
normalized by the incoming solar irradiances at TOA, respectively. Therefore, differences
in all-sky albedo at TOA and atmospheric all-sky transmissivity at the surface between
ECHAM6 and CERES-EBAF will be compared, where atmospheric transmissivity is de-
fined as the ratio between incoming solar irradiances at the surface and at TOA in this
analysis. Furthermore, variables dependent on solar radiation will not be analyzed during
winter months (November-February) due to reduced insolation during polar night.

Figure 2.10(a) shows that all-sky albedo at TOA is overestimated during the sunlit
period in ECAHM6. As sea ice fraction is constrained by observations in ECHAM6, dif-
ferences in TOA all-sky albedo are mostly influenced by misrepresented cloud properties in
the model. Due to the fact that low-level clouds are relatively well simulated by ECHAM6
during summer months (Figure 2.5(a)), the overestimated all-sky albedo in the model is
related to the overestimated presence of high clouds. Outgoing terrestrial radiation is
underestimated throughout the whole year with a maximum in the summer months. As
shown in Figure 2.9, near-surface temperatures are biased low in the model compared to
the observations on yearly average, which can to some extent be related to the negative
bias in outgoing terrestrial radiation. Furthermore, the underestimation in outgoing ter-
restrial radiation can be indicative of an overestimated cloud amount in the model. Since
high clouds are overestimated in the model throughout the whole year, it is difficult to
estimate the effect of the overestimated amount of low-level clouds in the model from
radiative properties at TOA.

To be able to provide a more conclusive answer in this regard, it was further explored
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Figure 2.11: Same as Figure 2.4 but for difference between ECHAM6 and CERES-EBAF
for atmospheric all-sky transmissivity at the surface (a) and for the difference
in incoming terrestrial irradiances at the surface (b). As for Figure 2.10(b),
atmospheric all-sky transmissivity is not shown during winter months.

how well ECHAM6 simulates atmospheric transmissivity and incoming terrestrial irradi-
ances at the surface. As discussed above, the surface irradiances in the CERES-EBAF
dataset are associated with a certain degree of uncertainty in the Arctic. For that rea-
son, differences of ECHAM6 to CERES-EBAF should only be interpreted qualitatively.
Looking at the differences in transmissivity at the surface, this variable is generally under-
estimated by ECHAM6 with two minima in April and in August/September. Especially
the underestimated transmissivity in spring coincides with overestimated amount liquid
containing and low-level clouds during that season (see Figure 2.4(a) and Figure 2.5(a)).
For other months in which the bias in low-level clouds is not as strongly expressed, the
negative bias in transmissivity can in part be attributed to the seasonally independent
overestimation of high clouds. Downwelling terrestrial irradiances at the surface are over-
estimated by ECHAM6 throughout the whole year with slightly higher values during winter
months. To be able to better relate biases in surface radiative properties to misrepresented
clouds in the model, the meridional averages of the differences in surface transmissivity
and downwelling terrestrial irradiances at the surface will be investigated. Looking at the
seasonal, meridional mean differences of atmospheric transmissivity in Figure 2.11(a), a
similar longitudinal structure as for the bias in low-level clouds can be seen. Transmissiv-
ity is biased low over Siberia and North America, especially during spring and fall with its
higher snow and sea ice cover. Looking at the bias in incoming terrestrial irradiances at
the surface in Figure 2.11(b), a similar longitudinal structure as for surface transmissivity
is displayed. Downwelling terrestrial irradiances are strongly overestimated during fall,
winter and spring over snow and sea ice-covered surfaces. As the biases locally exceed
more than 20Wm−2, the misrepresented surface irradiances cannot be entirely considered
as artifacts of the inherent uncertainty in CERES-EBAF surfaces variables but have to be
attributed to misrepresented clouds in ECHAM6. As it has been the case for the previ-
ously investigate datasets, the comparison of ECHAM6 to CERES-EBAF irradiances at
TOA and at the surface indicates that the model overestimates the amount of clouds in
the Arctic. The comparison furthermore showed that biases in radiative properties are in
first-order tied to an overestimated amount of low-level clouds. Similar biased irradiances
have been reported for the MPI-ESM, strongly influencing the radiative energy budget at
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TOA (English et al., 2015) and at the surface (Boeke and Taylor, 2016). Therefore, it is im-
portant to investigate why clouds in ECHAM6, the atmospheric component of MPI-ESM,
are misrepresented. To this end, the next section will further explore which processes are
related to this misrepresentation and possible remedies concerning the reported issues will
be proposed.

2.4 Employing sensitivity studies to explore the positive bias of Arctic
low-level clouds in ECHAM6

The low-level cloud cover and moisture bias described in the previous sections implies
that the removal of atmospheric moisture by precipitation and/or fluxes of moisture from
the surface into the atmosphere are not represented correctly in the model and that this
seems to be connected to the underlying surface. Moisture fluxes into the atmosphere are
directly influenced by surface properties like surface roughness (which can be reduced by
snow on the surface) or availability of humidity at the surface (which itself is a function of
temperature) and indirectly through increased stability of the layers close to the surface
that consequently has an influence on vertical mixing of momentum and latent/sensible
heat fluxes. The linkage between surface properties and moisture removal can be estab-
lished through the modification of the atmospheric stratification as the strong radiative
cooling causes the temperatures to be significantly lower compared to a snow- and ice-free
surface. Possibly, temperature-dependent processes like the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen
process (Wegener, 1911; Bergeron, 1935; Findeisen, 1938) or the heterogeneous freezing
might not sufficiently turn liquid water into ice in those regions, which will be investigated
in this section. For the exploration of possible pathways for the positive bias in low-level,
liquid containing clouds, sensitivity studies of several physical processes in the model will
be employed.

2.4.1 Sensitivity of Arctic clouds with respect to microphysical processes

Low-level clouds in the Arctic are typically MPCs, so the overestimation of liquid clouds
can be related to a misrepresentation of microphysical processes that act in this temper-
ature regime. As most precipitation in higher latitudes is formed by the aforementioned
process (i.e., heterogeneous freezing and the WBF process), a higher cloud ice content
should consequently lead to the dissipation of those clouds as moisture is removed from
the atmosphere. Previously, Klaus et al. (2012) explored the sensitivity of cloud microphys-
ical properties in a single column setup of the regional Arctic climate model HIRHAM5
(Christensen et al., 2007), which also uses the physical parametrizations of ECHAM. They
modified several commonly used microphysical tuning parameters and only a stronger
WBF process and a more effective collection of cloud droplets by snow were able to reduce
the liquid water content. A sensitivity study to explore the effect of an increased efficiency
of heterogeneous freezing of cloud droplets has been performed, which also reduced the
liquid water content. Out of the three processes, the WBF process was by far the most
efficient in turning cloud liquid into cloud ice and was also used by Klaus et al. (2016)
to tune the microphysics in HIRHAM5, who reported a similar overestimated amount of
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liquid clouds.
In this analysis, the focus will, therefore, be placed on the exploration of the effects

of varying the efficiency of the WBF process, mainly looking at cloud cover and cloud
phase. In the microphysical scheme used in ECHAM6 (Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996),
depositional growth of cloud ice takes place if one of the following conditions is met:

1. T < −35◦C
2. T < 0◦C and xi > γthr (where xi is the in-cloud ice mixing ratio)

The second conditions can be seen as a simple parameterization of the WBF process, as it
allows deposition/condensation of ice/liquid to take place for temperatures below 0◦C if
the ice mixing ratio within the cloud is above/below a certain value of γthr. This description
does not allow for simultaneous growth of cloud water and cloud ice in a grid-box. As in
many other climate models, the WBF process in ECHAM6 is strongly simplified. As can
be seen from the condition for the onset of the WBF process in ECHAM6, there is no
explicit dependence of this process on vertical velocity. Korolev and Mazin (2003) have
shown that only if the updraft speed uz within a cloud is less than a threshold vertical
velocity u∗z, the WBF process can deplete any excess water vapor at the expense of liquid
water within the cloud. u∗z is defined as follows:

u∗z = es − ei
ei

η Ni ri , (2.2)

where es/ei is the saturation vapor pressure over liquid/ice, η a coefficient dependent on
temperature and pressure, Ni the ice crystal number concentration and ri the mean radius
of the ice crystals. Assuming es−ei

η to be constant, u∗z and, therefore, the condition for
the onset of the WBF process (for a given uz and a given temperature) is only function
of Ni ri. As ECHAM6 uses a single moment microphysical scheme, only information
on the ice mixing ratio is present. As the ice mixing ratio also can be calculated as a
function of Ni and ri might at least partly justify the use of γthr as a threshold for the
onset of the WBF. Nevertheless, this is a quite strong simplification for the onset of this
process as it is independent of vertical velocity. This also reflects on the fact that γthr is
resolution-dependent in ECHAM6 and can vary by an order of magnitude between the
different horizontal resolutions of ECHAM6.

Due to this strong variation of γthr for different horizontal resolutions and due to the
fact that it is one of the few parameters that is able to reduce the liquid water content of
clouds in the Arctic (Klaus et al., 2012), it will now be explored how sensitive cloud cover
and cloud phase react to changes in γthr. Lower values of γthr increase the effectiveness of
the WBF process, leading to less cloud water but more cloud ice to be present. As almost
all precipitation in the Arctic is formed via the ice phase, a decrease of γthr is expected to
eventually lead to a decrease in cloud cover as cloud condensate should be more efficiently
removed via precipitation. As can be seen from Figure 2.12, decreasing γthr in fact leads to
a reduction in low-level liquid-phase clouds in winter. It also can be seen that liquid cloud
cover decreases quite strongly if one halves γthr and that this decrease is more effective over
continental regions compared to oceanic regions. Despite this fact, tuning low-level liquid
cloud cover to match the observed liquid cloud cover of CALIPSO using the WBF process
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Figure 2.12: Multi-year (2007-2008), meridional averaged (60◦ to 82◦N) difference in low
cloud cover between ECHAM6(COSP) and CALIPSO for low-level clouds
(a) and low-level liquid clouds (b) for different settings of γthr (unit of γthr is
kgm−3).

alone poses difficulties. Setting γthr to 2.5 ·10−6 kgm−3 or lower improves low-level liquid
cloud cover east of 90◦ E, but introduces and further strengthens an already observable
low bias in low-level, liquid clouds between 315◦ E and 90◦ E in ECHAM6. While a higher
value of γthr might be able to remedy the bias of liquid cloud over snow- and ice-covered
surfaces, a too high value of γthr will lead to an underestimation of liquid clouds over open
water.

To further examine why clouds over snow- and ice-covered surfaces are simulated dif-
ferently, the ice mass fraction :

fi = xi
xi + xl

(2.3)

as it is simulated by ECHAM6 will be analyzed, where xl in-cloud liquid water mixing
ratio. This variable is different from the previously used cloud phase product provided
in the CALIPSO dataset, as it is not affected by the attenuation of the lidar beam. To
estimate how ice mass fraction is simulated in ECHAM6, temperature-binned ice fraction
in the North Atlantic and Siberia will be compared in Figure 2.13. For the North Atlantic,
clouds mostly consist of ice up to a temperature of −10◦C in the default setting of γthr.
For temperatures greater than −10◦C, the ice fraction quickly decreases and the liquid
phase dominates. For the domain in Siberia, ice fraction already slightly decreases at
colder temperature and then stays more or less constant at a value of 0.7 up until −5◦C
before the ice fraction also strongly decreases. Comparing this dependency of ice fraction
on temperature in Siberia with in situ observation of ice fraction as provided by Korolev
et al. (2017), such a "plateau" is not visible. Fig. 5-14 in Korolev et al. (2017) shows a
more gradual increase in ice fraction with decreasing temperature (which can be seen in
the bins for high/low ice fraction), whereas the more or less constant ice fraction in the
model over Siberia is another indication of an overestimated amount of liquid clouds over
snow-/ice-covered surface as has been shown in Figure 2.4. As the ice fraction from in situ
observations and the ice fraction from the model are on completely different spatial scales,
one nevertheless has to be careful when performing such a comparison. Decreasing γthr
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Figure 2.13: Temperature-binned, ice mass fraction over the North Atlantic (320◦ - 10◦E /
50◦ - 70◦N) and over Siberia (50◦ - 130◦E / 50◦ - 70◦N). The dashed lines show
the relative frequency of occurrence for the respective temperature bin.

has quite a strong effect on the ice fraction over Siberia, as the decrease in ice fraction for
relatively cold temperatures around −30◦C is not as strongly expressed as in the default
setup. This results in a more comparable functional dependency of ice fraction with respect
to temperature in response to a lower setting of γthr between the North Atlantic domain
and the domain over Siberia. While a higher value of γthr might be able to remedy the bias
of liquid cloud over snow- and ice-covered surfaces, a too high value of γthr will lead to an
underestimation of liquid clouds over open water. This implies that just scaling the WBF
in its present formulation alone is not suited to bring the model closer to observations.
Due to the fact that other processes that are able to reduce the liquid water content
(i.e., more effective collection of cloud droplets by snow and heterogeneous freezing) do
not do this in a sufficiently strong manner, revising the efficiency of the WBF process is,
nevertheless, the most promising approach to tune Arctic cloud phase with the presently
used microphysical scheme.

Even though a more effective WBF process is able to reduce low-level liquid cloud cover,
the overall low-level cloud cover remains more or less unchanged. This is striking, as one
would expect cloud cover to decrease due to the stronger removal of cloud condensate by
precipitation in ice clouds. A possible explanation why changing the strength of the WBF
process does not result in a significant change in cloud cover is the way saturation water
vapor pressure is calculated in the cloud cover scheme. For temperatures below 0◦C,
the saturation water vapor pressure in ECHAM6 can either be calculated with respect to
water or ice. As saturation water vapor pressure over ice decreases faster with decreasing
temperature compared to the saturation water vapor pressure over water, relative humidity
with respect to ice will be larger compared to relative humidity with respect to water at
the same water vapor pressure at sub-zero temperatures. For the decision with respect
to which phase state the saturation water vapor is calculated, ECHAM6 uses the same
conditions as for the WBF process, so if depositional (condensational) growth of ice crystals
(cloud droplets) takes place, saturation water vapor pressure is calculated with respect to
ice (water). As cloud cover is diagnosed as a function of grid-mean relative humidity
(Sundqvist et al., 1989), the choice with respect to which phase state the saturation
water vapor pressure is calculated has a significant effect on fractional cloud cover. While
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Figure 2.14: Relative humidity with respect to liquid water as a function of temperature
for saturation w.r.t liquid water (blue), ice (orange) and as function of tem-
perature as defined by Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.5.

saturation relative humidity for a liquid cloud (xi < γthr) is always 100% (w.r.t to water),
saturation relative humidity is lower when a cloud classified to be an ice cloud (xi > γthr),
which can been seen in the difference between to orange and the blue line in Figure 2.14.
For that reason, fractional cloud cover will increase if cloud ice content exceeds γthr. The
increase in cloud cover will be stronger of temperatures are closer to the homogeneous
freezing threshold, that is set to −35◦C in ECHAM6.

The fact that γthr is used in the cloud cover scheme to decide with respect to which
phase state of water the saturation water vapor pressure is calculated and is furthermore
used in the cloud microphysical scheme to decide whether condensation or deposition of
water vapor takes place results in a compensating effect between the two processes. As γthr

is decreased, more atmospheric water vapor will be deposited, which reduces cloud water
content but at the same time, saturation water vapor pressure is more frequently calculated
with respect to ice, which allows clouds to form at a lower atmospheric water vapor content.
Another issue that is related to the use of γthr in the cloud cover scheme is that as an
existing liquid cloud starts glaciating, the cloud cover will increase instantaneously once
the ice content exceeds γthr. As the Sundqvist cloud cover scheme is not able to handle
supersaturation with respect to ice, a grid box is also often completely cloud covered at
sufficiently low temperatures (Lohmann et al., 2008; Bock and Burkhardt, 2016; Dietlicher
et al., 2019).

To avoid this sudden increase in cloud cover as soon as the ice water content becomes
greater than γthr, a new approach was chosen in which the calculation of the saturation
water vapor pressure is modified by using a weighted average between the saturation water
vapor pressures over liquid water, el, and ice, ei:

e = el(1− fi) + eifi . (2.4)

fi is a weighting factor where fi = 0 for a water cloud, fi = 1 for an ice cloud and 0 < fi < 1
for a MPC. One commonly used approach to determine fi is to define it as a temperature-
dependent function that aims to resemble the partitioning between cloud water and cloud
ice with decreasing temperatures (Fowler et al., 1996; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008;
Dietlicher et al., 2019). In this study, a linear function is used that interpolates between
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the melting point Tice,1 = 0◦C and the homogeneous freezing threshold Tice,2 = −35◦C
and fi is defined as follows:

fi = 1− T − Tice,2
Tice,1 − Tice,2

. (2.5)

fi is set to 1 for temperatures lower than −35◦C, while for T > 0◦C, fi is fixed to 0. In
case the cloud ice content is less than γthr, fi is also set to 0. This condition is used to
delay cloud formation as long as there is not enough cloud ice for the WBF process to
efficiently produce cloud ice and the phase of the clouds is predominantly liquid. Compared
to the previous way of defining the saturation water vapor, this new approach introduces
supersaturation with respect to ice of up to 10% for clouds in the temperature regime of
MPCs (see Figure 2.14). Furthermore, it has been investigated if the ice mass fraction as
defined in Equation 2.3 can be used to determine the saturation water vapor pressure in
the cloud cover scheme following the approach in Equation 2.4. Due to the fact that the
mass-based ice fraction is mostly influenced by the depositional growth of cloud ice, which
is still dependent on γthr in cloud microphysical scheme, using an ice fraction as calculated
from Equation 2.3 does not substantially change the cloud amount as diagnosed by the
Sundqvist scheme. Therefore, the effects of using a temperature-dependent function for
calculating fi on the phase and amount of cloud will be explored in the next paragraph.

The effects of the temperature-dependent saturation water vapor pressure calculation in
comparison to the default calculation for low-level cloud cover in DJF for different settings
of γthr are shown. As it was found in Figure 2.15, Arctic low-level cloud cover bias remains
more or less unchanged in the default calculation of saturation water vapor pressure in
response to a more efficient WBF process. The reduction of the liquid-cloud bias due to
a more effective WBF process is almost completely compensated by an increased positive
bias in low-level ice clouds. This increase in low-level ice clouds can be attributed to
the fact that the ice water content becomes greater than γthr and the saturation water
vapor pressure is more frequently calculated with respect to ice. This enables clouds to
be present even at lower value of absolute humidity compared to higher values of γthr.
Compared to the default implementation of calculating saturation water vapor pressure,
the temperature-weighted scheme is able to keep the amount of ice clouds more or less
unchanged, while simultaneously decreasing the amount of liquid clouds. As the amount
of low-level ice clouds remains more or less unchanged with this newly introduced scheme,
the loss in cloud cover correlates with the loss in liquid clouds due to the more effective
WBF process. As stated above, tuning the WBF process alone was not able to completely
remedy the overestimated amount of low-level, liquid clouds over snow- and ice-covered
regions and additionally introduced a negative bias over oceanic regions. This explains
that even with this newly introduced way of calculating saturation water vapor pressure
in the cloud cover scheme, it is difficult to improve the amount and phase of low-level
clouds on a global scale.
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Figure 2.15: DJF low-level cloud cover (all, liquid and ice clouds) difference to CALIPSO
for the default ((a),(c),(d)) and modified calculation of saturation water vapor
pressure in the cloud cover scheme ((b),(d),(f)) for different values of γthr (unit
of γthr is kgm−3).

2.4.2 Sensitivity of Arctic clouds with respect surface fluxes

As shown in the section above, it is difficult to tune cloud cover and phase using cloud
microphysical parameterizations. As the cloud bias in ECHAM6 seems to be related to
snow- and ice-covered surfaces, it is possible that fluxes of moisture from the surface into
the atmosphere are not represented correctly in the model. Stably stratified atmospheric
boundary layers, that often can be observed in the Arctic, pose a particular challenge
for present-day GCMs. Those models often mix too strongly (Holtslag et al., 2013) and
lack near-surface vertical resolution to be able to accurately simulate surface mixing under
stably stratified cases (Svensson and Lindvall, 2015). For that reason, this sections aims
at exploring the sensitivity of Arctic clouds in ECHAM6 to surface mixing.

In ECHAM6, turbulent surface fluxes of either heat (ψ = h) or momentum (ψ = m)
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are described using the following bulk-exchange formula:

w′ψ′ = −Cψ |~V | (ψnlev − ψsfc), (2.6)

where Cψ is the bulk exchange coefficient with respect to ψ, |~V | is the difference of the
absolute wind velocity at the surface and the wind velocity in the lowest model level and
the last term in parentheses is the difference of the respective quantity between the first
model level (ψnlev) and at the surface (ψsfc). Cψ can be further separated into the product
of a neutral limit transfer coefficient CN,ψ (which only depends on surface properties like
surface roughness and the height of the first model level) and a (surface-layer) stability
function fψ:

Cψ = CN,ψ fψ (2.7)

Those stability functions can be derived from Monin-Obukhov similarity theory by inte-
grating the flux-profile relationships from the surface up to the lowest model layer but
this is not practical for climate models. Therefore, ECHAM6 uses empirical expressions
for those stability functions similar to the ones proposed by Louis (1979), depending on
both surface properties and stability of the layer between the surface and the lowest model
level (expressed by the moist Richardson number). To obtain a first impression on how
cloud cover reacts to increased/decreased surface fluxes, a scaling factor µ is introduced
into Equation 2.7 so that it becomes:

Cψ = µ CN,ψ fψ. (2.8)

This scaling factor can be used to increase or decrease the neutral limit transfer coefficient,
which can be interpreted as a modification of the surface roughness, where values of µ
greater than 1 denote higher surface roughness and stronger mixing, while values of µ
less than 1 denote lower surface roughness and reduced mixing, respectively. This scaling
factor is only modified for snow- and sea ice-covered surfaces and is set to 1 elsewhere. As
before, a surface is considered snow-covered if snow height is higher than an arbitrarily
chosen value of 1 cm and, a surface is considered sea ice-covered if more than 50% of a grid
box is covered by sea ice. In Figure 2.16 the effect of increasing (µ = 5) and decreasing
(µ = 0.2) mixing on low-level cloud cover over those surfaces in the Northern Hemisphere
is shown (for comparison the CALIPSO cloud cover is added). For sea ice-covered surfaces,
increased mixing (µ = 5) leads to reduced low-level cloud cover during winter and spring,
while in summer, it leads to an increase in cloud cover compared to base run (µ = 1).
For decreased mixing (µ = 0.2), exactly the opposite is simulated, with more clouds in
winter and fewer clouds during summer compared to the basic setup. Total cloud cover
behaves similarly for increased/decreased mixing whenever a grid box is snow-covered (no
information is available during summer as no grid box is snow-covered). If one further
discriminates between liquid and ice clouds, the effect of decreasing/increasing surface
fluxes mainly shows for low-level liquid clouds while the amount of low-level ice clouds
remains more or less unchanged. By increasing surface fluxes by a factor of 5, the positive
bias of liquid clouds in winter vanishes and almost perfectly matches the lidar-derived
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Figure 2.16: North hemispheric low-level cloud cover from ECHAM6(COSP) over sea ice-
(left) and snow- (right) covered surface for different strengths of surface mix-
ing for all clouds (top), liquid clouds (middle) and ice clouds (bottom). The
respective CALIPSO cloud cover is shown for comparison.

cloud mount except for fall this measure leads to an underestimated cloud amount. In
general, increased mixing is expected to increase the moisture fluxes from the surface into
the atmosphere and therefore to increase the moisture availability in the lowest levels of
the atmosphere. While this assumption is valid for most parts of the globe, heat fluxes
in the Arctic can reverse during winter so that fluxes of sensible and latent heat from
the lowest layers of the atmosphere are directed towards the surface. This is due to
the often observed low-level temperature inversions that also lead to qualitatively similar
moisture profiles as saturation water vapor content is a function of temperature. In the
case of such a moisture inversion, increased mixing increases the latent heat fluxes from the
atmosphere onto the surface, and this process is a sink for atmospheric moisture. In the
case of a temperature inversion, stronger mixing causes surface temperatures to increase,
but the effect of this temperature increase on cloud cover is twofold. On the one hand,
warmer surface temperatures make the atmospheric stratification less stable, which further
increases mixing and consequently leads to stronger removal of atmospheric moisture by
latent heat fluxes as long as the moisture inversion is still present. On the other hand,
a warmer surface increases the moisture content. Consequently, the vertical moisture
gradient is weakened, also resulting in weaker moisture fluxes from the atmosphere onto
the surface according to Equation 2.6. Altogether, the increased moisture removal seems
to dominate over the decrease in vertical moisture gradient, as cloud cover is reduced
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Figure 2.17: Multi-year (2007-2008), meridionally averaged (60◦ to 82◦N) differences in
surface transmissivity (a) and downwelling terrestrial irradiances at the sur-
face (b) for previously employed sensitivity studies (unit of γthr is kgm−3).

due to stronger mixing. Despite the potential to improve cloud cover by stronger surface
mixing over snow- and ice-covered surfaces, it is questionable whether one can physically
justify to further increase mixing as most climate models already mix too strongly in stable
boundary layers (Holtslag et al., 2013). The suitability of this measure to improve the
representation of clouds in ECHAM6 will be discussed in Section 2.6.

2.5 Radiative effect of modified cloud microphysics

As stated before, correctly simulating Arctic cloud properties is key to be able to correctly
represent the radiative energy budget of the Arctic climate system. As it was shown,
ECHAM6 struggles to correctly simulate radiative variables at TOA and at the surface in
its default setup, which is in large parts related to misrepresented liquid containing low-
level clouds. In sensitivity studies, it was shown that misrepresented properties of Arctic
clouds can be improved by modifying microphysical parameterizations in ECHAM6 to
some extent. In Figure 2.17, the effect of those modifications on surface transmissivity
and downwelling terrestrial irradiances is shown. As described before, ECHAM6 under-
estimates surface transmissivity and overestimates incoming terrestrial irradiances in its
default setup. Furthermore, it was explored how the above-proposed changes in cloud rep-
resentation affect surface transmissivity and surface incoming terrestrial irradiances. As
before, the comparison to CERES-EBAF should only be interpreted qualitatively. This
is even more imperative for the comparison of CERES-EBAF to the sensitivity studies,
as no attempt was made to bring the model back into radiative balance at TOA after
the modifications were implemented. Increasing the efficiency of the WBF process by
setting γthr to 2.5 · 10−6 kgm−3 can help to reduce biases for surface transmissivity and
downwelling terrestrial irradiances. Using the revised cloud cover scheme in combination
with an increased efficiency of the WBF process leads to further improvements of surface
clouds properties in ECHAM6. A comparison of the effects of both measures shows that
increasing the efficiency of the WBF process has a larger impact on surface transmissivity
than it has on downwelling terrestrial irradiances. Only if cloud cover is reduced, the
bias in downwelling terrestrial irradiances can be decreased as well. This again points to
the fact that both, a well-represented cloud phase and cloud amount, are necessary to
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correctly simulate the radiative energy budget in the Arctic.
Furthermore, it has been explored how the more efficient WBF process (γthr = 2.5 ·

106 kgm−3) and revised cloud cover scheme affect the future projection of Arctic clouds
and their radiative properties in ECHAM6. To this end, a pair of 10 year simulations
for the default and the modified model setup (WBFCC) were conducted, respectively. In
those simulations, sea surface temperatures and sea ice extend were employed that are
representative for present-day (PD) conditions and for conditions at the end of the 21th
century (EC). Sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent for the PD simulations were
derived from decadal averages of a single ensemble member out of historical simulations
of the MPI-ESM within CMIP6. For the EC simulations, decadal averages of sea surface
temperatures and sea ice extent of a single ensemble member out of the SSP585 simu-
lation of the MPI-ESM within CMIP6 were used, in which the radiative forcing due to
anthropogenic activities will be around 8.5Wm−2 at the end of the 21st century. In the
following, the differences between PD and EC conditions for the default (∆ Default) and
the WBFCC setup (∆WBFCC) for a subset of variables (Table 2.2) will be described.
The overall changes between EC and PD for the two setups are relatively similar and
general conclusions drawn are valid for both setups. Total cloud cover (as diagnosed from
COSP) slightly increases, which is mainly driven by an increased amount of low-level
clouds. Looking at the changes in the amount of cloud condensate, a relatively strong
increase in LWP becomes obvious. This can be related to the warmer temperatures in
the Arctic at EC, which consequently increases the amount of liquid water in the clouds
in accordance with the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. The general increase of cloud water
can also be seen in the small increase of the ice water path (IWP). The transformation of
mid to high level clouds between the two periods simulated can further contribute to the
increased IWP. The potential mechanism behind this upward shift of clouds in a warmer
atmosphere has already been discussed in Section 2.3.1. The CRE at TOA will reduce in
a warmer climate. This is in large parts related to the reduced sea ice extent, causing a
lower surface albedo, which consequently decreases the CRE in the solar spectral range.
Furthermore, the higher LWP (∼ +20 gm−2) and the slightly increased low-level cloud
cover (∼ +1%) further contribute to the more negative solar CRE, as clouds get more
frequent and more reflective in a warmer climate. The decrease in solar CRE is to some
extent compensated by an increased warming effect of clouds in the terrestrial spectral
range. The increased warming effect of clouds in the terrestrial spectral range at TOA is
mostly caused by the increased amount of high level clouds as low-level clouds only have
a minor impact on this quantity.

When subtracting the differences between EC and PD for the two setups (∆WBFCC
- ∆Default), only relatively small changes between the two setups become obvious. It has
to be noted that uncertainties related to the differences between ∆WBFCC and ∆Default
remain relatively large despite averaging over 10 years of simulation. The change in total
cloud cover is almost the same in ∆WBFCC and ∆Default. Low cloud cover more strongly
increases in ∆WBFCC, which is more or less compensated by a reduced amount of high
clouds. The less strongly pronounced increase of IWP in ∆WBFCC can be related to
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Variable ∆Default ∆WBFCC ∆WBFCC - ∆Default
Low Clouds (%) 1.0± 0.8 (2.1%) 1.3± 1.6 (2.9%) 0.3± 1.9 (25.9%)
Mid Clouds (%) -3.4± 0.5 (-13.2%) -3.4± 0.7 (-15.5%) 0.0± 0.9 (0.3%)
High Clouds (%) 3.4± 0.8 (9.5%) 3.2± 0.8 (8.9%) -0.2± 1.3 (-6.7%)
Total Clouds (%) 2.1± 0.6 (2.7%) 2.1± 0.9 (2.8%) -0.0± 1.1 (-0.7%)
IWP (gm−2) 4.3± 1.2 (10.1%) 4.0± 0.8 (13.5%) -0.3± 1.8 (-6.7%)
LWP (gm−2) 25.1± 3.6 (40.6%) 23.9± 3.4 (39.7%) -1.2± 4.4 (-4.9%)
CREsol (Wm−2) -7.1± 1.2 (-19.4%) -7.3± 1.2 (-21.7%) -0.1± 1.7 (-2.0%)
CREter (Wm−2) 3.9± 0.5 (20.5%) 3.7± 0.5 (22.6%) -0.2± 0.8 (-5.4%)
CRE (Wm−2) -3.2± 1.1 (-18.3%) -3.6± 1.1 (-21.0%) -0.4± 1.4 (-10.9%)

Table 2.2: Temporal differences of 10 year-averaged simulation between EC and PD sea
surface temperatures and sea ice extent for the default (∆Default) and mod-
ified model setup (more efficient WBF process, revised cloud cover scheme;
∆WBFCC) of ECHAM6. Furthermore, the differences between ∆WBFCC and
∆Default are shown. Uncertainties in the differences are indicated in the form
of one standard deviation, derived on the basis of the temporal variability in
yearly-averaged values for the respective variable. Relative differences are cal-
culated by normalizing with the respective PD mean value for ∆WBFCC and
∆Default and by normalizing with ∆Default for ∆WBFCC-∆Default. Differ-
ences in cloud cover are calculated using COSP-dervied cloud cover.

the smaller increase in the amount of high clouds. Interestingly, LWP decreases despite
an increase in low clouds when comparing ∆WBFCC to ∆Default. This indicates that
the optical depth of low clouds potentially decreases in ∆WBFCC compared to ∆Default.
As changes in sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent are the same in ∆WBFCC
and ∆Default, differences in CRE can mainly be attributed to different cloud properties
between the two setups. The stronger cooling effect of clouds in the solar spectral range
can be related to the stronger increase in low clouds in ∆WBFCC, which is potentially
reduced by the less pronounced change in optical depth. As the amount of high clouds less
strongly increases in ∆WBFCC, the warming effect of clouds in the terrestrial spectral
range does not increase as strongly as it is the case in ∆Default. Altogether, clouds will
cool less strongly in a warmer climate when implementing the proposed modifications into
ECHAM6.

2.6 Discussion and conclusions

In the previous sections, it was shown that ECHAM6 overestimates low-level cloud cover
over snow- and ice-covered surfaces during winter time compared to the CALIPSO dataset.
To this end, sensitivity studies were conducted to explore the effect on clouds in ECHAM6
by varying the efficiency of several physical processes. While the partitioning of liquid and
ice clouds can be improved by a more effective WBF process, the overall positive cloud
cover bias could not be reduced by that measure alone. It was shown that this positive
cloud cover bias can be improved by an alternative approach of calculating the saturation
water vapor pressure in the cloud cover scheme. Nevertheless, it is questionable to what
extent a more effective WBF process in ECHAM6 can be used to improve Arctic cloud
properties. Besides the effect of cloud microphysical processes on cloud cover and phase,
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it was explored to what extent a modification of surface mixing affects those properties.
It was shown that increased mixing in ECHAM6 leads to a reduction of low-level clouds
in general and also to a reduction in liquid clouds. In this section, it will be discussed
whether the two approaches can be used to tune Arctic cloud cover and cloud phase in
ECHAM6.

As had been shown in the last section, the bias in clouds cover and cloud phase in
ECHAM6 can be improved by an increased surface mixing. As already stated previously,
further increasing mixing over snow- and ice-covered regions might not be desirable as
climate models in general mix too strongly under these conditions (Holtslag et al., 2013;
Davy and Esau, 2014). That this is also the case for ECHAM6 can be confirmed by two
different aspects within the parameterization of the surface mixing in ECHAM6. In the
following, only mixing over sea ice will be discussed, but the conclusions are to some extent
also valid for snow covered surfaces. From Equation 2.7, one can see that the bulk exchange
coefficient that governs the strength of mixing in ECHAM6 is calculated as the product
of the neutral limit transfer coefficient CN,ψ and a (surface-layer) stability function fψ.
The roughness length for both momentum and scalars is set to z0,h/m = 10−3 m over sea
ice, which is rather large compared to observations. Citing several observational studies,
Gryanik and Lüpkes (2018) stated that roughness length for momentum over ice-covered
surface can have values ranging between z0,m = 7 · 10−6 m and z0,m = 5 · 10−2 m with an
average value of z0,m = 3.3 · 10−4 m (Castellani et al., 2014), but surface roughness can
locally be enhanced way beyond the values given by Gryanik and Lüpkes (2018), e.g., in
the marginal sea ice zones or at large sea ice ridges in the central Arctic or near Greenland
(Lüpkes et al., 2012). The average value is already an order of magnitude lower than the
roughness length used in ECHAM6, so neutral limit transfer coefficients are also larger
than the observations suggest. The same is true for the stability function fψ over sea ice
in stable regimes. Gryanik and Lüpkes (2018) compared the stability functions used in
ECHAM6 (Louis, 1979) to an alternative formulation of those functions that were derived
from the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) dataset (Grachev et al.,
2007) that should be better suited for stable stratification over sea ice. While for weaker
stability, the presently used stability functions are in agreement with this new formulation,
they are considerably larger for stronger stability. As both, the presently used roughness
length over ice-covered surface and the stability functions applied in ECHAM6 already
produce stronger mixing than observed, it is questionable if one can physically justify to
even further increase surface mixing over snow- and ice-covered surfaces.

As climate models in general struggle to represent microphysical processes correctly, at-
tributing the positive bias in cloud cover to misrepresented microphysical processes seems
not to be far-fetched. The sensitivity of cloud cover to changes in the effectiveness of
the WBF process has been explored and it has been shown that it can be used to reduce
liquid cloud cover in ECHAM6. Additionally, this measure is slightly more effective over
snow- and ice-covered surfaces, which helps to reduce the positive bias in liquid clouds in
those regions. Unfortunately, increasing the effectiveness of the WBF process alone also
introduced a negative bias over oceanic regions. This hints that just revising the effec-
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tiveness of this process alone might not be sufficient to improve cloud phase on a global
scale. It was shown that the way microphysical processes act is not straightforward, as
one might expect a higher removal of atmospheric moisture for a higher cloud ice content
that should eventually decrease cloud cover. As it seems impossible to reduce cloud cover
in ECHAM6 through tuning of the cloud microphysical scheme alone, a different approach
for calculating saturation water vapor pressure in the cloud cover scheme was chosen. By
using a temperature-dependent linear function that interpolates between saturation with
respect to water and saturation with respect to ice, cloud cover was reduced in the tem-
perature range of typical MPCs. Previously, the decision with respect to which phase the
saturation water vapor pressure is calculated was primarily based on a cloud ice threshold
to be consistent with the parameterization of the WBF process within the microphysical
scheme. As discussed above, such a threshold can potentially be an appropriate choice
to parameterize the WBF process, but when used in the cloud cover parameterization it
might introduce spurious increases in cloud cover when preexisting liquid clouds start to
glaciate. By using a new temperature-dependent calculation of the saturation water vapor
pressure, a slight supersaturation with respect to ice in the cloud cover scheme is allowed
and relative humidity, which is used to diagnosed cloud cover in the Sundqvist scheme, was
reduced. Allowing for supersaturation with respect to ice is crucial to accurately represent
mixed-phase and ice clouds, as supersaturation with respect to ice is frequently observed
in clouds that contain ice (Heymsfield et al., 1998; Gierens et al., 2000; Spichtinger et al.,
2003; Korolev and Isaac, 2006). As discussed in Dietlicher et al. (2019), calculating the
saturation water vapor pressure as a function of temperature alone might not be an appro-
priate choice as it does not arise from a valid solution of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
Besides the positive effect of properly accounting for supersaturation with respect to ice
in the mixed-phase temperature regime, it might also be beneficial for the simulation of
cloud cover below the homogeneous freezing threshold. Even with the revised calculation
of saturation water vapor pressure, ice clouds are still slightly overestimated in the Arctic
(see Figure 2.15). This, together with the fact that ECHAM6 largely overestimates cirrus
cloud emphasizes the need for a cloud cover parameterization that is designed to handle
supersaturation with respect to ice even at temperatures below the homogeneous freez-
ing threshold. First attempts to implement such a parameterization were made by Bock
and Burkhardt (2016) and Dietlicher et al. (2019) for ECHAM-HAM, that uses a more
sophisticated two-moment microphysical scheme that explicitly allows ice supersaturation
(Lohmann et al., 2008). Even though their revised cloud cover schemes were primar-
ily intended to improve cirrus clouds, it is to be expected that such an approach might
also improve low-level cloud cover in the Arctic as those clouds often contain ice even
though those schemes can not be implemented into ECHAM6 due to the simpler single-
moment microphysics. Klaus et al. (2016) used a different approach to reduce Arctic cloud
cover for their regional Arctic climate model HIRHAM5 (same physical parameterizations
as ECHAM6 but different dynamical core). Instead of using the diagnostic Sundqvist
scheme with its uniform probability density function, they used the statistical Tompkins
(2002) cloud cover scheme and modified the shape of the beta function that is used as the
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probability density function to diagnose cloud cover. By making the beta function nega-
tively skewed, they were able to reduce the positive cloud cover bias in their model. The
Tompkins (2002) cloud cover scheme is presently not available in ECHAM6, which makes
it impossible to evaluate their approach on a more global scale. Despite not perfectly
suited, the employed modifications to the cloud microphysics improve the representation
of cloud radiative properties in ECHAM6. Furthermore, it was shown that clouds warm
less strongly in a warmer climate compared to the default setup when implementing the
proposed modifications into ECHAM6.

In summary, this analysis provides insight into why ECHAM6 is different in terms of
the representation of Arctic clouds compared to other atmospheric models. The fact that
it is able to better sustain liquid water at subzero temperature consequently leads to a
more realistic representation of the typical two-state radiative structure of the Arctic at-
mospheric boundary layer (Pithan et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it was shown that clouds are
not correctly simulated in the model, which consequently affects the amount of radiative
energy the Arctic climate systems receives. This analysis presented possible processes that
are responsible for this behavior and points out potential parameterizations that need to
be refined for a further improvement in the representation of Arctic clouds in ECHAM6.
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3 Employing airborne radiation and cloud microphysical
observations to improve cloud representation in ICON at
kilometer-scale resolution in the Arctic2

3.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapter, satellite observations provide valuable information on
the atmospheric state in the Arctic. Nevertheless, they suffer from instrument-dependent
idiosyncrasies like ground clutter for a spaceborne cloud radar or attenuation of the beam
of a spaceborne lidar by optically thick clouds (Cesana et al., 2012). Those problems
can be, in part, overcome by using ground-based or aircraft observations. Due to much
smaller temporal and spatial scales, those observations only have limited suitability for
the evaluation of large-scale models. To this end, the use of storm-resolving models with
grid sizes on the order of kilometers or large eddy models is necessary, as they are able to
better capture features and variability present in those rather smaller-scale observations
(Stevens et al., 2019). Due to the relatively large computational effort that is needed
for large eddy simulations (LES), they are limited in spatial extent and are often used
for comparison with ground-based observations at individual locations in the Arctic (e.g.,
Loewe et al., 2017; Sotiropoulou et al., 2018; Neggers et al., 2019; Schemann and Ebell,
2020). Furthermore, LES have been used to study and evaluate microphysical processes
(e.g., Fridlind et al., 2007; Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; Solomon et al., 2015), as well as
aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g., Possner et al., 2017; Solomon et al., 2018; Eirund et al.,
2019) in the Arctic. To avoid the need for large computational resources but still be able
to resolve many processes that act on scales that cannot be captured by GCMs, limited-
area simulations with grid sizes on the order of a few kilometers, where (deep) convection
does not need to be explicitly parameterized, can offer a good compromise. Simulations
at such resolutions on relatively large domains have received increased interest in recent
years (Stevens et al., 2019).

In the second part of this thesis, such a setup, using the ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic
(ICON) model (Zängl et al., 2015) at kilometer-scale horizontal resolution, will be used.
Studies, mainly focusing on the tropical Atlantic, have reported that the model at storm-
resolving resolutions is able to simulate the basic structure of clouds and precipitation
in that region (Klocke et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2020). In the present study, ICON is
used in a similar setup and is compared to observations that have been derived from the
Arctic Cloud Observations Using airborne measurements during polar Day (ACLOUD)
campaign around Svalbard, Norway (Wendisch et al., 2019; Ehrlich et al., 2019) and to
observations derived during the Physical feedbacks of Arctic planetary boundary layer,
Sea ice, Cloud and AerosoL (PASCAL; Flores and Macke, 2018) shipborne observational
campaign in the sea-ice-covered ocean north of Svalbard in May and June 2017. This
analysis mainly compares observations of solar and terrestrial irradiances during ACLOUD
flights to ICON simulations to obtain a first estimate of whether the model is able to
correctly simulate general cloud optical properties. Based on the results of this comparison,

2This chapter is in major parts identical with the publication Kretzschmar et al. (2020)
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it is further explored to what extent cloud macro- and microphysical properties might be
misrepresented in this setup and how to improve the simulation of clouds in ICON at the
kilometer scale in the Arctic.

3.2 Data and model

3.2.1 ACLOUD and PASCAL campaigns

In May and June 2017, two concerted field studies took place around Svalbard, Norway
(Wendisch et al., 2019): the Arctic CLoud Observations Using airborne measurements
during polar Day (ACLOUD; Ehrlich et al., 2019) campaign and the Physical feedbacks of
Arctic planetary boundary layer, Sea ice, Cloud and AerosoL (PASCAL; Flores and Macke,
2018) shipborne observational study. The airborne measurements during ACLOUD were
conducted with the two research aircraft Polar 5 and Polar 6 (Wesche et al., 2016), that
were based in Longyearbyen (LYR), Norway. While Polar 5 focused on remote-sensing
observations of mainly low-level clouds and surface properties from higher altitudes (2-
4 km), Polar 6 concentrated on in situ observations of cloud microphysical and aerosol
properties, in and below the clouds. Ground-based observations from the ship and an ice
floe in the sea-ice-covered ocean north of Svalbard were performed during PASCAL using
the German research vessel (R/V) Polarstern (Knust, 2017). Additionally, a tethered
balloon was operated on an ice floe camp during PASCAL (Egerer et al., 2019).

The synoptic development during both campaigns is separated into three phases (Knud-
sen et al., 2018). A period with advection of cold and dry air from the north in the be-
ginning (23-29 May 2017) was followed by a warm and moist air intrusion into the region
where the two campaigns took place (30 May -12 June 2017). During the final two weeks
of the campaigns (13-26 June 2017), a mixture of warm and cold air masses prevailed.
Especially during the last two phases, clouds in the domain close to Polarstern, where the
bulk of the measurements took place, mainly consisted of (supercooled) liquid clouds with
only a small amount of cloud ice being present (Wendisch et al., 2019).

In the following, a brief description of the instrumentation and data used in this study
is given (for a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to Wendisch et al. (2019) and
Ehrlich et al. (2019)). Two pairs of upward- and downward-looking CMP22 pyranometers
for the solar spectral range (0.2-3.6µm) and CGR4 pyrgeometers for major parts of the
terrestrial spectral range (4.5-42µm) were installed on board Polar 5 and Polar 6 to
measure the upward and downward broadband (solar and terrestrial) irradiances on both
aircraft (Stapf et al., 2019). Furthermore, microphysical data that have been derived
from in situ measurements on Polar 6 are utilized. In particular, data from the particle
size number distribution that is obtained from the Small Ice Detector mark 3 (SID-3)
(Schnaiter and Järvinen, 2019) is employed. This dataset covers a size range from 5 to
45µm and is subdivided into 16 size bins that have a bin size ranging from 2 to 5µm . For
more information on the SID-3 and processing of the measurements, the reader is referred
to Schnaiter et al. (2016) and Ehrlich et al. (2019). For comparison of the bulk liquid water
content, data from a Nevzorov probe (Korolev et al., 1998) is exploited that was installed
on Polar 6 (Chechin, 2019). Furthermore, observations of cloud base height as observed
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Figure 3.1: Setup of the limited-area simulations. The outer domain (black) has an ap-
proximate resolution of 2.4 km, while the inner domain (red) has a resolution
of 1.2 km. Additionally marked is Longyearbyen/Norway (LYR) where Polar
5 and Polar 6 were stationed during ACLOUD, as well as the position of the
R/V Polarstern (PS) during the ice floe camp measurements.

by the laser ceilometer and cloud-top height derived from a 35GHz cloud radar (Griesche
et al., 2019) on board R/V Polarstern are used to derive geometrical cloud depth in the
sea-ice-covered ocean north of Svalbard.

3.2.2 ICON simulations

In this analysis, data measured during ACLOUD and PASCAL are compared to the output
of the ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic model (ICON; Zängl et al., 2015). ICON is a uni-
fied modeling system that allows for simulations on several spatial and temporal scales,
spanning from simulations of the global climate on the one end (Giorgetta et al., 2018) to
high-resolution large eddy simulations (LES) on the other (Dipankar et al., 2015; Heinze
et al., 2017). ICON is also employed as a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model at
the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD). For each application
(GCM, NWP, large eddy simulations (LES)), a dedicated package of physical parameter-
izations is provided to satisfy the specific needs for each setup. For the simulations in this
analysis, the applied set of physical parameterizations is similar to that used in Klocke
et al. (2017). However, the two-moment, bulk microphysical scheme developed by Seifert
and Beheng (2006) is used instead of the single-moment scheme by Baldauf et al. (2011)
used in Klocke et al. (2017). Furthermore, an all-or-nothing cloud cover scheme is applied
that only allows for grid-scale clouds, which facilitates the comparison with the observa-
tions. At the resolutions used in this study, an all-or-nothing cloud cover scheme might
miss some clouds as the necessary saturation humidity might not be reached. A com-
parison to simulations with a fractional cloud cover scheme showed only little differences
compared to the all-or-nothing cloud cover scheme used, indicating that resolving clouds
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at the grid scale only is sufficient for this setup. The Rapid Radiation Transfer Model
(RRTM; Mlawer et al., 1997) is applied to derive the radiative fluxes. Due to the rather
fine horizontal resolution of the simulations, only shallow convection is parameterized using
the Tiedtke (1989) shallow convection parameterization with modifications by Bechtold
et al. (2008), whereas deep convection is considered resolved (albeit not relevant for the
Arctic case considered here). In the following, the used setup will be simply denoted as
ICON. However, findings in this analysis are specific to the chosen setup (spatial scale
and parameterizations used) and should not be seen as generally representative of ICON.

In this analysis, ICON is employed in a limited-area setup with one local refinement
(nest) in the region where the research flights and ship observations were performed (Fig-
ure 3.1). The outer domain has a horizontal resolution of approximately 2.4 km (R2B10
in the triangular refinement), while the inner nest has a refined resolution (R2B11) of
approximately 1.2 km. For both domains, the number of vertical levels is set to 75, span-
ning from the surface to 30 km altitude with a vertical resolution of 20m at the lowest
model level that gradually gets coarser towards model top. The model is initialized us-
ing the analysis of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)
Integrated Forecasting System (IFS). The respective IFS forecast is used as boundary
data to which the model is nudged every three hours. The model is not run continuously
for the whole period of the campaign but is reinitialized from the 1200UTC analysis of the
previous day in the case of a subsequent day with flight activities. This gives the model a
spin-up time of more than 12 hours even for takeoffs in the early morning.

During the initial comparison of ICON and the ACLOUD observations, it was found
that the albedo of sea ice in the model is substantially lower compared to values observed
during ACLOUD. This underestimation of the surface albedo in ICON is caused by the
way the simulations are initialized using the IFS analysis. As the IFS sea ice albedo is not
used during the initialization of ICON, the parameterization of the sea ice albedo performs
a cold start. For such a cold start, the sea ice albedo αsi is a function of the sea ice surface
temperature Tsi only, as defined in Mironov et al. (2012):

αsi = αmax − (αmax − αmin) exp
[−Cα (273.15 K− Tsi)

273.15 K

]
, (3.1)

where αmax/αmin are the maximum/minimum possible values of the sea ice albedo in
this parameterization and Cα is a fitting coefficient. Compared to Mironov et al. (2012),
αmax is set to 0.70 and αmin to 0.48 in ICON. For surface temperatures close to the
freezing point (as it has been the case during ACLOUD, especially in the second half
of the campaign), such a cold start results in albedo values that are considerably lower
compared to the observations, which is reflected in the difference between the points and
blue line in Figure 3.2. This underestimation of the sea ice albedo could be avoided by
increasing the spin-up of the model to a few weeks or by using the DWD ICON analysis
instead of the IFS analysis. In the latter case, the albedo is initialized from the initial data
and no spin-up is required (Wendisch et al., 2019). As one of the main aims of this study
is the comparison of irradiances, an accurate representation of surface albedo is crucial;
therefore, another approach was chosen. Due to the fact that the simulated period falls
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Figure 3.2: Daily sea ice albedo as observed during ACLOUD (points), as well as temporal
fit (dashed line) following Equation 3.2. The blue line indicates the respective
sea ice albedo in ICON as defined by Equation 3.1. The sea ice temperatures
used to calculate the temporal fit of sea ice albedo are derived from a temporal
fit of observed sea ice temperature during ACLOUD.

on the onset of the melting period, the sea ice albedo significantly reduces in that period.
To accurately represent this reduction in sea ice albedo, the sea ice albedo in this study
is prescribed as a function of time to be consistent with the observed sea ice albedo:

αsi,new = max(min(0.85− 0.005 exp(0.11 (DOY − 143)), 0.85), 0.60) , (3.2)

where DOY indicates the day of the year. This functional dependency has specifically
been derived for the period of the ACLOUD campaign. To this end, only observational
scenes with an observed sea ice fraction of more than 95% are selected. This approach by
construction results in a standard deviation of as little as 0.024 between daily prescribed
and observed sea ice albedo. In the case of fractional sea ice cover in the model, the surface
albedo is a surface fraction-weighted average between the prescribed value and the albedo
of open water (taken as 0.07). In contrast to the sea ice albedo, the sea ice fraction is
initialized from IFS initial data. This implies that even though the sea ice albedo matches
the observations, the surface albedo for regions with fractional sea ice cover can still vary
between the values simulated by ICON and what has been observed during ACLOUD.

3.2.3 Sampling strategy

For the comparison of the ICON simulations to the ACLOUD data, the model output
has to be temporally and spatially collocated to be consistent with the actual positions
of the aircraft in space and time. The temporal frequency of the observational data is
1Hz. Considering the average velocity of the aircraft of 60m s−1 during flight phases
when observations were performed, an observational time step only covers 60m which is
significantly smaller than the horizontal resolution of the ICON simulations. To ensure
that the observational data is on a similar spatial scale, the observational dataset has
been averaged into 20 second intervals. By doing so, the distance covered by the airplane
during such an interval is on a similar spatial scale as a grid box in the 1.2 km grid of the
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Figure 3.3: Bias in incoming solar irradiance at TOA at 80◦N for 1 June introduced by
the limited model output frequency and applied temporal sampling.

inner domain (considering an average velocity of the aircraft of 60m s−1).
Due to storage constraints, the model state was outputted only every 30 minutes and

the output time step closest to each 20 second interval in the observational dataset was
sampled. The low output frequency of the model state introduces inconsistencies in the
TOA incoming solar irradiance, as the solar zenith angle in the model data is constant
within those 30 minute intervals, whereas it varies with time in the observations. This
implies that the largest temporal difference between an observational data point and the
output time step of ICON is ± 15 minutes, causing a bias of up to ± 14Wm−2 for incoming
solar irradiation at the top of the atmosphere in the early morning and late evening when
the temporal derivative of incoming solar irradiance is the largest (see Figure 3.3). As
most flights took place during noon and the focus of this analysis was placed on cloudy
conditions, the bias in downwelling solar irradiance at the surface will at most be on the
order of a few Wm−2. Additionally, if long enough and continuous observational periods
are considered, any bias will eventually average out. This cannot be fully assured for all
flight section, which is especially the case for low-level sections. Altogether, it is expected
that this issue will not significantly influence the overall findings in this analysis.

While a relatively simple brute force nearest neighbor search has been applied for the
temporal sampling, another approach was chosen for the horizontal sampling. By default,
the model output of ICON is on an unstructured, triangular grid. While interpolating
the output onto a regular grid would simplify spatial sampling, such an interpolation can
potentially introduce inconsistencies into the remapped model output. To enable a time-
efficient sampling on the unstructured grid, a so-called k-d tree search (Bentley, 1975) has
been employed. This approach utilizes a multidimensional, binary search tree to find the
model grid point closest to the observations. The runtime of k-d tree search is O(k logN),
which is significantly shorter than the runtime of a brute force nearest neighbor search
over all grid points of the model, which is O(kN). In this notation, N is the number
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of horizontal grid points in the model output, whereas k is the number of features to
be evaluated for each grid point. For the horizontal sampling, k = 2, as the only two
features that are evaluated are latitude and longitude. In the vertical, the respective field
is interpolated onto the altitude of the aircraft.

Altogether, the chosen sampling strategy allows for a scale-aware comparison between
modeled and observed quantities. This analysis will mainly use radiative properties to
determine the performance of ICON in the chosen setup in the Arctic as such properties
facilitate a definition-aware comparison without the need for applying further measures
like dedicated instrument simulators to ensure definition-awareness. Even though being
on similar scales, spatial and temporal variability in both datasets prohibit a one-to-one
comparison. For that reason, mainly histograms will be used in the following comparison.

3.3 Comparison of surface radiative quantities as simulated with ICON
and measured during ACLOUD

In the following, the ICON simulations during the ACLOUD period are compared to
observations of several surface radiative variables that have been observed during low-
level flight sections. In the observations and in the model data, a low-level flight section
is defined such that no cloud is present below the present altitude of the aircraft. To
save computational resources, some flight days were not simulated due to relatively short
flight times. Additionally, some flights with cloudless conditions towards the end of the
campaign were not analyzed as the main focus of this analysis is a comparison of cloud
properties. An overview of the flights used for the comparison is given in Table 3.1.

3.3.1 Spatial structure of the radiative field of the Arctic atmospheric
boundary layer

In the Arctic, two distinct radiative states have been reported: a radiatively clear state
with no (or only radiatively thin) clouds and a cloudy state with opaque clouds (Shupe and
Intrieri, 2004; Stramler et al., 2011). This two-state structure was also observed during
ACLOUD, but compared to spatially fixed observations with almost constant surface
albedo, observations during ACLOUD were further decomposed into a cloudy and cloudless
state over sea ice and open ocean, which consequently results in a four-state structure
(Wendisch et al., 2019). As in Wendisch et al. (2019), two-dimensional histograms of
surface albedo and surface net irradiance:

Fnet = F ↓ − F ↑ (3.3)

for the solar (Fnet,sol) and terrestrial spectral range (Fnet,terr) have been compiled for
the ACLOUD observations and the ICON simulations (Figure 3.4). Here, the up- and
downward pointing arrows indicate upward and downward irradiances, respectively. The
general difference to Wendisch et al. (2019) (their Figure 14) is explained by the prescribed
surface albedo approach applied in this study, which results in higher sea ice albedo values
compared to the previously used model setup.
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Table 3.1: Flights used for the comparison to ICON simulations (approximately 116 flight
hours). The values given for the low-level scenes corresponds to the number of
the averaged 20 second intervals. For more information on the scientific target
of each research flight, the reader is refer to Wendisch et al. (2019) and Ehrlich
et al. (2019).

In general, the structure of the modeled Fnet,terr close to the surface (Figure 3.4 (a)
and (b)) is in agreement with the observed one. Only for surface albedo values between
0.6 and 0.7 will noticeable differences between the ACLOUD observations and the ICON
simulations become obvious. Those albedo values are related to days towards the end of
the campaign (mid/late June 2017) when the melting season had begun and sea ice albedo
was reduced. For this period, the model overestimates the presence of cloudy conditions
whereas cloudless conditions were present in the ACLOUD observations. Conversely,
for situations with sea ice albedo greater than 0.7, ICON overestimates the presence of
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Figure 3.4: Two-dimensional histograms of surface albedo and surface net terrestrial irra-
diances (top row; a, b) and surface albedo and surface net solar irradiances
(bottom row; c, d) for ACLOUD observations (left column; a, c) and ICON
simulations (right column; b, d).

cloudless conditions. The lack of cloudless conditions for surface albedo values between
0.6 and 0.7 in the ICON simulations is also visible from the histograms of surface albedo
and net solar irradiance (Figure 3.4 (c) and (d)). For surface albedo larger than 0.7, the
net solar irradiance (Fnet,sol) close to the surface seems, on average, in agreement with the
observations, even though the observed variability in surface albedo is not simulated by
the model.

A possible explanation for the reported discrepancies can lie in data used to force the
limited-area simulations. This can be seen in the underestimation of the albedo of sea-ice-
covered surface despite the prescribed surface albedo in the model that is in accordance
with the observed sea ice albedo. This bias is, therefore, related to differences in sea ice
fraction in the ICON model/IFS forcing data and to the observations. This indicates that
the sea ice fraction in the IFS input data is too small.

3.3.2 Surface net irradiances and cloud radiative effect over sea ice and
below clouds

This section explores the effect of clouds on the surface radiative budget in the ACLOUD
observations and in the ICON simulations over sea ice. For that purpose, net surface irradi-
ance is analyzed, which is further split into its solar and terrestrial components. To ensure
comparability despite obvious differences between the ICON simulations and ACLOUD
observations described in Section 3.3.1, the comparison is restricted to situations in which
the model and the observations are within the same cluster of the two-dimensional his-
tograms of surface albedo and surface net terrestrial irradiance at the same time. To
distinguish between those clusters, a situation is defined as cloudy if the net terrestrial
irradiance at the surface is larger than -50Wm−2. Furthermore, a surface is classified
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Figure 3.5: Relative frequency distributions of modeled (blue) and observed (red) surface
net irradiation for sea-ice covered surfaces and cloudy conditions for total ra-
diation (a), solar(b) and terrestrial radiation (c). Values in the legend indicate
the median of the respective variables.

as sea ice-covered, if the surface albedo is larger than 0.7 but less than 0.85, which is
equivalent to the daily averaged maximum albedo value used in the adapted albedo pa-
rameterization. As the main interest of this analysis are cloud (radiative) properties over
sea-ice-covered surfaces, the focus of this evaluation will be placed on those situations.
Furthermore, this cluster is appealing as most low-level flight sections were performed
under these conditions.

In Figure 3.5, observed and simulated net near-surface irradiances are compared using
histograms. From Figure 3.5(a), it becomes obvious that the model systematically over-
estimates net surface irradiances below clouds and over sea ice. This variable also shows
a quite strong variability for both the model and the observations, which is related to
varying sea ice albedo during the campaign. Additionally, the incoming solar radiation
varied between research flights as they took place at different times of the day, which
also introduces further variability. Looking at median values of the spectral components,
it can be found that differences between simulated and observed net surface irradiances
are mainly mediated by its solar component, while the median of net terrestrial surface
irradiances is well simulated by ICON; also the shapes of their histograms match better.
Besides the above reported underestimated surface albedo for sea ice-covered surface in
ICON, misrepresented cloud optical properties can also contribute to the positive bias in
net solar irradiances at the surface.

To investigate the effect of clouds on the surface radiative budget, the differences be-
tween all-sky surface net irradiances Fnet,all and clear-sky surface net irradiances Fnet,clear

are compared. In the following, this quantity will be referred to as the cloud radiative
effect (CRE):

CRE = Fnet,all − Fnet,clear . (3.4)

As for the comparison of the surface irradiances, only cloudy flight sections will be com-
pared, so in principle, the CRE evaluated here is the difference between cloud-sky surface
net irradiances Fnet,cloudy and Fnet,clear. In the model, cloudy and cloudless irradiances
can easily be derived by a double call to the radiation routines, one with clouds and one
without clouds, leaving all variables unrelated to clouds constant. For observations, it
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Figure 3.6: Same as Figure 3.5, but for the total (a), solar (b), and terrestrial (c) net cloud
radiative effect at the surface.

is impossible to simultaneously observe both cloudy and cloudless conditions. Therefore,
irradiances of cloudless conditions were obtained from dedicated radiative transfer simula-
tions that used observations of atmospheric (i.e., temperature and humidity profiles) and
surface properties (albedo). The one-dimensional, plane-parallel DIScrete Ordinate Ra-
diative Transfer solver DISORT (Stamnes et al., 1988) included in the libRadtran package
(Emde et al., 2016) was applied for this purpose. The molecular absorption parameteriza-
tions from Kato et al. (1999) for the solar spectral range (0.28-4µm) and from Gasteiger
et al. (2014) for the terrestrial wavelength range (4-100µm) were chosen. In the derivation
of the observation-based CRE, the observed and daily averaged all-sky albedo was used,
which is also used to create the prescribed functional dependency of the sea ice albedo
that has been applied in the ICON model. Potential inconsistencies regarding the surface-
albedo-cloud interaction and related issues discussed in Stapf et al. (2020) (they applied
cloudless albedo estimates) are thus avoided. Unavoidable uncertainties in the comparison
caused by differences in applied radiative transfer schemes remain possible.

The overwhelming majority of the observed and modeled total (solar plus terrestrial)
surface CRE values are positive over sea ice, which indicates that clouds have a warming
effect on the surface (Figure 3.6(a)). This is consistent with the relatively high surface
albedo values at the onset of the melting period during ACLOUD (Jäkel et al., 2019;
Wendisch et al., 2019), which decreases the cooling effect of clouds. Similar to the net sur-
face irradiance, ICON overestimates the total surface CRE (Figure 3.6(a)), which is mainly
caused by less cooling due to solar CRE (Figure 3.6(b)), while the modeled terrestrial CRE
again matches the observed surface terrestrial CRE relatively well (Figure 3.5(c)). The
solar component of the surface CRE is defined as follows:

CREsol =
(
F ↓sol,all − F

↑
sol,all

)
−
(
F ↓sol,clear − F

↑
sol,clear

)
(3.5)

If one considers the surface albedo α to be constant for all-sky and clear-sky condition,
this equation can be rearranged as follows:

CREsol = (1− α) ·
(
F ↓sol,all − F

↓
sol,clear

)
(3.6)

This equation can further be simplified by introducing the transmissivity T of the cloud
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layer, which is defined as the ratio of downward transmitted solar irradiance at cloud base
to downward incident solar irradiance at cloud top. Assuming that the absorption of solar
irradiance between cloud top and the surface under clear-sky condition is negligible, the
downward irradiances at cloud top can be replaced by the downward clear-sky irradiance
F ↓sol,clear at the surface. Under such an assumption, the downward irradiances at cloud
base can furthermore be replaced by downward irradiances F ↓sol,all at surface, so that
transmissivity of the cloud layer can be expressed as:

T =
F ↓sol,all

F ↓sol,clear
(3.7)

and Equation 3.6 simplifies to:

CREsol = (1− α) · (T − 1) · F ↓sol,clear (3.8)

As both, the surface albedo α and the transmissivity T are positive definite, the surface
solar CRE is always negative, which implies that clouds have a cooling effect in solar
spectral range. With the help of Equation 3.8, it is possible to narrow down why net
solar surface irradiances is overestimated in the model. If cloud transmissivity would be
perfectly simulated by the model, the above reported negatively biased surface albedo in
ICON would cause a too strongly negative surface solar CRE. As it is the opposite in
the model, the effect of the negatively biased surface albedo has to be more than com-
pensated by the overestimated transmissivity of the cloud layer in the model. Therefore,
the underestimated cooling effect of clouds in the solar spectral range is related to an
incorrect simulation of microphysical and/or macrophysical properties of Arctic clouds in
ICON. In the following, those properties as they were simulated and measured will be
analyzed in more detail to investigate why ICON in the chosen setup underestimates the
transmissivity of Arctic clouds.

3.4 Comparison of macro- and microphysical cloud properties in ICON
to ACLOUD observations

The transmissivity T of a cloud layer is directly related to its optical thickness τc:

T = exp(−τc) . (3.9)

τc is defined as the volumetric cloud particle extinction coefficient βext, vertically integrated
from cloud base zbase to cloud top ztop:

τc =
∫ ztop

zbase
βext(z) dz. (3.10)
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During the ACLOUD campaign, clouds were mostly in the liquid water phase with only
a small amount of cloud ice present, which allows to express βext(z) as follows:

βext(z) = 3Qext
4 ρw

qc(z)
re(z)

, (3.11)

where Qext is a constant unitless extinction efficiency factor, ρw the density of liquid water,
qc the liquid water content and re the droplet effective radius (Grosvenor et al., 2018).
The cubic droplet effective radius can be written as:

r3
e(z) = 3 qc(z)

4π ρw kNd(z)
, (3.12)

where k is a factor that relates the mean volumetric droplet to re(z) and Nd(z) is the cloud
droplet number concentration (Grosvenor et al., 2018). By replacing re(z) in Equation 3.11
with Equation 3.12, βext(z) is only a function of qc(z) and Nd(z):

βext ∼ N
1
3

d · q
2
3c . (3.13)

Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.13 show that the transmissivity T is a function of geo-
metrical depth (ztop − zbase), as well as of qc and Nd. In the following, the geometrical
depth will be denoted as a cloud macrophysical property and qc and Nd as cloud micro-
physical properties. Nevertheless, the liquid water content cannot be considered to be
solely a microphysical property as it strongly depends on the thermodynamical state of
the atmosphere, thus in principle making it a macrophysical variable that is adjusted by
microphysical processes.

To identify potential sources that can explain the model-measurement differences dis-
cussed in the previous section, geometrical cloud thickness and microphysical properties of
clouds in ICON are compared to observations collected during ACLOUD and also during
PASCAL. For this comparison, a focus will be placed on the period from 2 June to 5 June
2017, when flights were possible on three out of four days. Here, only a brief summary of
the meteorological conditions during that period is given. For a comprehensive overview
of this period, the reader is refereed to Knudsen et al. (2018) and Wendisch et al. (2019).
During this period, a southerly to easterly inflow of warm and moist air into the region
where research flights took place was observed. Average near-surface temperatures and
integrated water vapor at R/V Polarstern during that period were -3◦C and 6 kgm−2,
respectively. A relatively shallow, inversion-capped atmospheric boundary layer (Knudsen
et al., 2018) with cloud-top heights of less than 500m in the vicinity of R/V Polarstern
was observed. During those four days, the low-level cloud field was relatively homogeneous
and mostly stratiform, with almost no high clouds being present in the domain where the
research flights took place. Mostly liquid water and mixed-phase clouds were observed
during this period (Wendisch et al., 2019). The relatively stable meteorological conditions
during this period facilitated the statistical aggregation of the measurements on all the
research flights that took place during that period, which was not as straightforward for
other parts of the campaign. Especially during mid June 2017, broken multilayer clouds
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Figure 3.7: Same as Figure 3.6 but only for the period from 2 June to 5 June.

were present, which made a consistent comparison between the model and the observations
harder to achieve. This can be seen in the limited amount of simultaneously cloudy and
sea-ice-covered scenes in the period from 16 June to 18 June (see Table 3.1). Additionally,
in situ observations of cloud microphysical properties were performed on all flight days
during that period. Another important point on why this period was chosen is the fact
that R/V Polarstern was within the sea-ice-covered region and provided another source
of observations that can be used for the comparison with the ICON simulations.

To show that a similar bias in cloud transmissivity is present in the model for the
period from 2 June to 5 June, the histograms for the CRE during that period are shown
in Figure 3.7. Compared to the full period, the cooling effect of clouds in the solar spectral
range, both in the ACLOUD observations and in the ICON simulations, is less strongly
expressed. This can be related to the fact that mostly single-layer clouds were present
in the period from 2 June to 5 June, whereas for the full period, multi-layer clouds were
present on a couple of days, shifting the CREsol histogram towards lower values.

3.4.1 Geometrical cloud depth

Geometrical cloud depth as simulated by ICON is compared to that observed during
PASCAL. PASCAL cloud radar and ceilometer observations were chosen instead of
ACLOUD observations as they provide a continuous dataset in time, which facilitates
the comparison of geometrical cloud depth. To better compare the simulations to ground-
based observations, ICON’s meteogram output was employed. It provides profiles of model
variables at a certain location at every model time step compared to the 30 minute out-
put frequency when outputting the whole model domain. For each day simulated, the
respective profiles where outputted at Polarstern’s 12UTC location. While its position
was rather constant from 3 June onward (Wendisch et al., 2019, their Figure 2), the ship
was still in transit to the ice floe on 2 June. This might introduce some inconsistencies in
the comparison to the spatially fixed ICON profiles. As the ship was already relatively far
into the marginal sea ice zone, the cloud field should be homogeneous and representative
of sea ice-covered conditions.

For the model output, a layer within a profile is considered cloud covered if the total
cloud condensate (liquid and ice) is larger than a threshold of 0.05 gm−3. Only clouds close
to the surface are assessed, namely from the ground to 2 km altitude. In this altitude range,
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Figure 3.8: Difference in geometrical cloud depth between ICON and that observed from
R/V Polarstern during the period from 2 June to 5 June.

cloud base/top is defined as the lowest/highest model level a cloud is being simulated
within a profile. To derive the observed geometrical cloud depth, cloud base height as
observed by the laser ceilometer on board R/V Polarstern was used, while cloud-top
height was derived by using the 35GHz cloud radar (Griesche et al., 2019). Both modeled
and observed cloud depths have been temporally interpolated to be on identical time steps.
It has to be acknowledged that such a comparison of geometrical cloud thickness is not a
definition-aware comparison as it depends on instrument sensitivities and on the chosen
threshold of total cloud condensate for diagnosing clouds in the model. Additionally, the
rather simple approach is not able to correctly diagnose cloud depth for multilayer clouds
but as stated above, mostly single-layer clouds were observed and simulated during the
period of interest. The difference in geometrical cloud depth simulated by ICON and
as observed from R/V Polarstern during the period from 2 June to 5 June is shown in
Figure 3.8. In general, the geometrical cloud depth is slightly negatively biased in the
ICON simulations with a mean bias of 65m and a standard deviation of 110m.

Even though being small, the negative bias in geometrical cloud depth can potentially
be the reason for overestimated transmissivity of Arctic clouds in ICON. To explore
the effect of geometrical cloud depth on transmissivity, in situ observed profiles of liquid
water content during the period from 2 June to 5 June were used. The liquid water
content in these profiles was vertically extrapolated/interpolated to mimic the effect of
an increased/decreased cloud top height. To this end, the vertically averaged adiabaticity
factor fad over each vertical profile has been derived. This factor is defined as the ratio of
the observed qc to that of a fully moist adiabatic cloud:

fad(z) = qc(z)
qc,ad(z) . (3.14)

An example of such an interpolated qc profile is shown in Figure 3.9(a). In the next step,
cloud top height was varied and CREsol has been derived using offline radiative transfer
simulations. This has been done for all available in situ profiles in the period from 2 June
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Figure 3.9: (a): Observed in situ vertical profiles of temperature (red) and qc (blue) for
a vertical profile near R/V Polarstern on 4 June. The black line is the lin-
early interpolated qc with an adiabaticity factor fad of 0.98. (b): liquid water
path (LWP) as a function of geometrical cloud depth using an fad of 0.98.
The dashed lines indicate the observed geometrical cloud depth and qc. (c):
CREsol at the surface as a function of geometrical cloud depth. CREsol has
been derived from offline radiative transfer simulations using the interpolated
vertical profile of qc.

to 5 June. On average, a negative bias in cloud geometrical depth of 65m lead to a positive
bias in CREsol that is approximately 5Wm−2. An example for the sensitivity of CREsol

to varying geometrical cloud depth is shown in Figure 3.9(c). Despite the fact that the
underestimated geometrical cloud depth contributes to the overestimated transmissivity
of Arctic clouds in ICON to some extent, this effect is not sufficient to explain the reported
model bias in CREsol of more than 20Wm−2. Therefore, a focus will be placed on how
cloud microphysical properties are represented in ICON compared to the observations and
to what extent they contribute to the ascertained biases in cloud optical properties.

3.4.2 Cloud microphysical properties

To investigate how cloud microphysical properties contribute to the underestimated trans-
missivity in ICON, the suite of in situ instruments that were part of the instrumentation
of Polar 6 (Ehrlich et al., 2019) will be used. From 2 June to 5 June, research flights
with Polar 6 were performed on three out of four days (no flight on 3 June). A focus will
be placed on the particle size distribution of hydrometeors and the respective moments,
which have been observed by the Small Ice Detector mark 3 (SID-3) covering a size range
of cloud droplets/ice crystals, from 5 to 40µm. As particle size distributions derived from
SID-3 agree well with those from other sensors (such as the Cloud Droplet Probe, CDP)
for days when both probes were available (Ehrlich et al., 2019), particle size distributions
from the SID-3 are well suited for such a comparison. In the following, simulated and ob-
served particle size distributions as well as the total particle number concentration (Nd),
mainly consisting of droplets in the size range presented in Figure 3.10, are compared.
Furthermore, the liquid water content (qc) is shown. To be comparable to the particle size
distribution from the SID-3, the size distribution of the two-moment microphysical scheme
implemented in ICON is integrated within the size bins of the SID-3 for cloud droplets
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Figure 3.10: Spatiotemporal averaged particle number size distribution (a) and relative
frequency of total particle number in the diameter range from 5 to 40µm (b),
as well as liquid water content (c). All data are averaged over the flights from
2 June to 5 June over sea ice-covered regions. Filtering for sea ice-covered
ACLOUD flight sections is done using simulated albedo from ICON.

and ice crystals. Due to relatively warm temperatures in the region of the research flights
in early June 2017, only a small amount of ice was present in clouds during that period
and Nd can be considered to be the cloud droplet number concentration. While Nd is de-
rived directly from particle size distribution by integrating over the size bins of the SID-3,
measurements from the Nevzorov probe on Polar 6 are used to obtain information on qc.

Figure 3.10 shows particle number size distributions and the Nd and qc for the period
from 2 June to 5 June. Looking at the particle size distributions, one can find that ICON
underestimates the amount of hydrometeors smaller than 25µm, while it overestimates the
amount of cloud particles larger than that threshold in comparison to the measurements.
As the number concentration of hydrometeors is mainly influenced by the number of small
particles, the total amount of hydrometeors is also underestimated in the model. Averaged
over all bins, qc is underestimated by ICON relative to qc derived by the Nevzorov probe,
as the model overestimates the frequency of occurrence for relatively small qc values.

According to Equation 3.13, the underestimation in Nd and qc can both lead to lower
cloud optical thickness in ICON. As not all microphysical schemes in ICON do provide
number concentration of cloud droplets and ice crystals, the calculation of cloud optical
properties is simplified in the radiation scheme. As an input for the radiation routines for
liquid water clouds in ICON, a constant profile of Nd, which decreases exponentially with
altitude, and qc is used for the calculation of optical properties of liquid clouds. For open
water or sea ice, the assumed surface Nd within the radiation scheme is 80 cm−3, which is
close to the observed Nd (Figure 3.10). Nevertheless, this value is slightly lower than the
observed mean of 85 cm−3 for the three flight days from 2 June to 5 June. Assuming that
the model is able to correctly simulate qc, this underestimation would imply lower cloud
optical thickness, which can contribute to the overestimated amount of downward solar
irradiance that reaches the surface.

The calculation of optical properties of ice clouds is even further simplified as they
depend solely on ice water content. To evaluate the effect of cloud ice on radiative prop-
erties in the model, a sensitivity analysis has been performed in which any radiative effect
of cloud ice was turned off. This analysis revealed only a minor impact of cloud ice on
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Figure 3.11: Same as Figure 3.7 but without effect of cloud ice on radiation.

radiation properties like surface CRE (see Figure 3.11) and net irradiance at the surface
(not shown), which were both on the order of 1Wm−2 compared to the basic setup. This
low impact is due to the already low cloud ice fraction in the model, which causes the
radiative effect of cloud ice to be low. Despite not having a large impact on cloud radiative
properties, the presence of cloud ice has a strong influence on cloud microphysical pro-
cesses and can indirectly influence cloud radiative properties by modifying qc. Due to the
limitations of the observational dataset with little cloud ice being observed, it is hard to
constrain the model from the observational side. Therefore, any estimation of the impact
of cloud ice on the radiative balance has to be interpreted with some caution.

As shown in Figure 3.10, qc in the model is underestimated compared to the obser-
vations. This lower qc can be attributed to an underestimated number concentration of
relatively small cloud droplets (diameters < 25µm), which are commonly observed for
this region and season (Mioche et al., 2017). The model also overestimates the number
of hydrometeors with diameters larger than 25µm. Thus, too few cloud droplets are gen-
erated; therefore, condensational growth and coalescence of the available cloud droplets
shift the size distribution towards larger droplets. Looking at the phase state of precipita-
tion reaching the surface in the region around R/V Polarstern (81◦ - 85◦N and 5◦ - 15◦ E),
where most of the research flights from 2 June to 5 June took place, rain rate at the surface
(8.57 gm−2 h−1) is almost an order of magnitude larger than that of snow (2.95 gm−2 h−1).
As temperatures in the atmospheric boundary layer over sea ice were mostly below freezing
during the three days analyzed, this rain must stem from "warm" rain processes, indicating
a relatively active autoconversion process in the chosen setup. This can be indicative of
an overly active autoconversion process that contributing to the underestimation of qc in
ICON as this process acts as a sink for cloud liquid water. This aspect will be analyzed
in more detail in the following section.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Revised activation of CCN in ICON

In the following, the issue of the non-matching particle number size distribution compared
to ACLOUD observations and how it affects Nd and qc of clouds in the ICON simulations
will be investigated. Interestingly, the here reported systematic underestimation of hy-
drometeors is different from the findings by Schemann and Ebell (2020). They conducted
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simulations for the Ny-Ålesund research station using the ICON model in the large-eddy
setup (ICON-LEM) and compare ground-based cloud radar observations with their ICON-
LEM simulations by applying a radar forward operator. Besides a different scheme for
turbulent transport and activated parameterization of shallow convection in the chosen
setup, as well as corresponding initial and boundary conditions from DWD’s operational
ICON forecast (instead of ECMWF forecast), the basic setup is similar to here performed
simulations. Comparing radar reflectivities using contoured frequency by altitude dia-
grams in mid June 2017 (see Figure 6 in Schemann and Ebell, 2020), they found that for
their 75m domain, the model strongly overestimates the frequency of occurrence for low
radar reflectivities/small hydrometeors. They argue that this finding can be related to
the way CCN are activated into cloud droplets in the default Seifert-Beheng two-moment
microphysical scheme. In its present implementation in ICON, the activation of CCN is
parameterized as a function of grid-scale vertical velocity w and pressure p as described
in Hande et al. (2016):

CCNact = A(p) · arctan [B(p) · log(w) + C(p)] +D(p) , (3.15)

where the parameters A(p) to D(p) contain information on the vertical profile of CCN
and on the activation of CCN with respect to grid-scale vertical velocity w. The profile
presently used in the two-moment microphysical scheme is a temporally and spatially
constant profile taken over Germany for a day in April 2013 as described in Heinze et al.
(2017). This CCN activation profile is not representative of the amount of CCN activation
in the Arctic domain, as the CCN concentration in the Arctic is much lower. As stated
in Schemann and Ebell (2020), the overestimated frequency of occurrence for low radar
reflectivities/small hydrometeors in their simulations can be related to this unsuitable
CCN profile. This was confirmed by ICON-LEM simulations in an Arctic domain by
Mech et al. (2020) who implemented different CCN activation scheme (Phillips et al.,
2008) within the Seifert-Beheng two-moment microphysics.

Despite this unsuited CCN activation profile for an Arctic domain, Nd is underesti-
mated in the ICON simulation for the chosen setup. Therefore, it is plausible that the
relatively low Nd is related to the coarser resolution in the ICON simulations. A realistic
simulation of turbulence and cloud-scale vertical motion is crucial for Arctic mixed-phase
clouds (Rauber and Tokay, 1991; Korolev and Field, 2008; Shupe et al., 2008). As the
number of activated CCN is a function of grid-scale vertical velocity, it is likely that the
simulations at 1.2 km resolution do not sufficiently resolve in-cloud vertical motion and
turbulence (Tonttila et al., 2011). This is consistent with the fact that characteristic eddy
sizes in Arctic mixed-phase clouds are less than 1 km (Pinto, 1998). Fan et al. (2011)
suggested that only horizontal model resolutions of less than 100m are able to resolve
major dynamic features that contribute to vertical motion in Arctic mixed-phase clouds.
Not being able to resolve those features consequently affects particle size distributions and
its moments like number concentration as too few droplets are activated (Morrison and
Pinto, 2005).

To account for subgrid-scale vertical motion, vertical velocity in the aerosol activation
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Figure 3.12: Same as Figure 3.10 but for the revised CCN activation. Due to different
cloud fields in this simulation, the red lines (ACLOUD) are not identical
with Figure 3.10 because of the sampling strategy employed. This is because
only datapoints in the observations and the simulation are being used if both
are within a cloud simultaneously.

in larger-scale models is often parameterized as a function of specific turbulent kinetic
energy (Ghan et al., 1997; Lohmann et al., 1999); TKE, which is defined as:

TKE = 1
2 · (u

′2 + v′2 + w′2) , (3.16)

where the u′, v′, and w′ are the subgrid-scale deviations from grid-scale velocity and the
overbar denotes grid-box average. To explore the effects of including subgrid-scale vertical
velocity in the Hande et al. (2016) CCN activation parameterization, a similar approach
as proposed in Ghan et al. (1997) was chosen, who assume the subgrid vertical velocity
in a grid box to follow a Gaussian distribution, i.e., P (w |w, σw2). The grid box averaged
number of activated CCN can, therefore, be written as the integral over positive vertical
velocities:

CCNact =
∫ ∞

0
P (w |w, σw2) · CCNact(w) dw . (3.17)

To numerically solve the integral in Equation 3.17, a simple trapezoidal integration is
employed using 50 equally spaced bins in a ±3σw range around w.
If it is assumed that subgrid scale motion in low-level Arctic mixed-phase clouds is isotropic
(u′2 = v′2 = w′2), as proposed by Pinto (1998), the variance of vertical velocity can be
expressed as a function of TKE as follows (Morrison and Pinto, 2005):

σw
2 = w′

2 = 2
3 · TKE . (3.18)

Using turbulence measurements on a tethered balloon during the PASCAL ice floe oper-
ations, Egerer et al. (2019) showed that isotropic turbulence is a valid assumption for a
subset of days during PASCAL that have been analyzed in their study. Nevertheless, the
assumption of isotropic subgrid scale motion in Arctic clouds cannot be assumed for all
conditions (Curry et al., 1988; Finger and Wendling, 1990).

The effects of this revised CCN activation for the period from 2 June to 5 June are
shown in Figure 3.12. Compared to the original activation parameterization, the model
shows a much closer agreement with the measurements, although an overestimation of
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w (m s−1) 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.22 0.60
Scaling factor 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3

Table 3.2: Scaling factor that minimizes the mean squared error of the scaled default
activation profile in ICON and the activation profile derived from CAMS for
several vertical velocities in an altitude band from the surface to 700 hPa.

hydrometeors with diameters less than 20µm is simulated, while it underestimates the
number of hydrometeors larger than 30µm. As the number of small hydrometeors governs
the total number of hydrometeors, their overestimation leads to an overestimated number
of total hydrometeors in the whole diameter range between 5 and 40µm. The particle size
distribution now is in better agreement with the findings by Schemann and Ebell (2020),
as an overestimation of smaller hydrometeors and underestimated number concentration
of larger hydrometeors compared to in situ observations can be found. The shift of the
particle size distribution towards smaller hydrometeors can be related to the unsuited
CCN profile within the activation parameterization. As discussed above, autoconversion
is the predominant sink for cloud water in the absence of precipitation formation via the
ice phase. The fact that the revised activation of CCN increases Nd eventually leads to
a reduction in the size of cloud droplets (see Figure 3.12(a)). This reduces the collection
efficiency of cloud droplets, which leads to a less efficient autoconversion process, which
can be seen in the shift in the histogram of qc towards higher values in Figure 3.12(c).
Compared to the ACLOUD observations, small values of qc less than 0.3 gm−3 are under-
estimated, while values larger than that threshold are simulated more frequently in the
revised CCN activation.

The presently used CCN activation profile was originally derived for spring conditions
in Germany, where one would expect a much higher load of CCN compared to the Arctic.
To have a more realistic representation of CCN, a dedicated simulation with a model
that is able to represent the formation and transport of aerosols would be necessary. As
such a scheme can not be easily implemented into ICON, a simpler approach was chosen
and the number of activated CCN from the default profile was simply scaled. The factor
by which the default profile is scaled was derived by using aerosol mass mixing ratios
from the reanalysis of atmospheric composition of the Copernicus Atmospheric Monitoring
Service (CAMS; Inness et al., 2019), which assimilated Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol retrievals (Levy et al., 2013) into the ECMWF model
(Benedetti et al., 2009). From this dataset, the number of activated CCN was computed
for various vertical velocities and also supersaturation for a sea-ice-covered domain north
of Svalbard during the period from 2 June to 5 June following the approach of Block
(2018). Close to the surface, the number of activated CCN at a supersaturation of 0.5%
in this dataset is approximately 45 cm−3. This value is on the lower end of the observed
number concentrations of activated CCN during PASCAL, which were in a range of 40 to
80 cm−3 during this period (Wendisch et al., 2019, their Figure 10).

To decide which scaling factor to use, a scaling factor (in steps of 0.05) was investigated
that minimizes the mean squared error of the scaled profile and the profile derived from
CAMS for several vertical velocities in an altitude band from the surface to 700 hPa. From
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Figure 3.13: Profiles of activated CCN at 0.08m s−1 from CAMS and from the default
profile in ICON. Additionally, a subset of scaled ICON profiles is shown.

Table 3.2, a scaling factor of 0.4 is a good compromise for relatively low vertical velocities
in Arctic clouds. Even though scaled to best match the CAMS profile, the overall shape
of the profile of activated CCN in ICON remains unchanged. Figure 3.13 shows that the
default profile strongly overestimates the number of activated CCN close to the surface
while it nicely matches the CAMS profile for altitudes higher than 800 hPa. As almost all
clouds from 2 June to 5 June were below that altitude, it is more important to correctly
represent the number of activated aerosol close to the surface. The number of activated
CCN is almost constant up to 850 hPa, whereas the number of activated CCN in the CAMS
profile increases with altitude. Even though the shape of the activation profile cannot be
precisely matched, a scaling factor of 0.4 should represent an approximate average up to
850 hPa.

The chosen scaling factor results in an underestimated number of hydrometeors smaller
than 22µm as it is shown in Figure 3.14, while hydrometeors with larger diameters are
overestimated by the model. Looking at Nd, the chosen scaling factor shifts the simulated
distribution towards smaller hydrometeor concentrations that consequently results in a
slight underestimation of hydrometeors compared to the observations. This indicates that
the chosen scaling factor is slightly too effective in reducing the number of activated CCN.
Compared to Figure 3.12, high values of qc larger than 0.3 gm−3 occur less frequently
when scaling the number of activated CCN, but there is still a slight underestimation in
the frequency of occurrence for qc values between 0.1 gm−3 and 0.3 gm−3. Even though
scaled, the overall shape of the profile of activated CCN as a function of vertical velocity
remains unchanged. A different aerosol composition or just a different vertical profile of
aerosols alters the shape of the profile, which might also lead to biases in the number of
activated CCN. This emphasizes the need for an CCN activation profile that is better
suited for an Arctic environment, which has also been proposed by Schemann and Ebell
(2020).

The effect of the different CCN activation setups on the CRE for all flights from 2
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Figure 3.14: Same as Figure 3.12 but with a scaled number of activated CCN by a factor of
0.4. Due to different cloud fields in this simulation, the red lines (ACLOUD)
are not identical with Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 because of the sampling
strategy employed. This is because only datapoints in the observations and
the simulation are being used if both are within a cloud simultaneously.

June to 5 June is shown in Figure 3.16 (a)-(c). It has to be pointed out that the cloud
fields between the respective CCN activation setups vary. For that reason, the number
of available datapoints for which the threshold for sea ice coverage and cloudy conditions
are fulfilled at the same time differ between the runs due to the filtering that is employed.
Similar to the histograms in Figure 3.6, which cover all flights used in this comparison, the
warming effect of clouds at the surface is overestimated when looking at the period from 2
June to 5 June. For the revised CCN activation, the increase in qc reflects the surface CRE,
which now has a small negative bias compared to the ACLOUD observations. Because of
the aforementioned constant profile of Nd in the calculation of the effective radius within
the radiation scheme, this negative bias would be more strongly expressed if the actual
Nd from the microphysical scheme were to be used. When scaling the activated number of
CCN by a factor of 0.4 using the revised CCN activation, the CRE is still overestimated
by ICON compared to observations even though the positive bias in the median could
be reduced by approximately 5Wm−1. As downscaling the number of activated CCN by
a factor of 0.4 was already slightly too effective in reducing the hydrometeor number, a
larger scaling factor might be able to further decrease the CRE in the model.

From the previously conducted sensitivity study employing a more effective CCN acti-
vation, it is not clear whether the above-reported biases in cloud microphysical properties
is a source (inefficient CCN activation) or a sink issue (autoconversion that is too effec-
tive). To this end, a further sensitivity study with unchanged CCN profile and in which
autoconversion was turned off entirely was conducted (see Figure 3.15). While the effect
on qc is comparable to the revised, but not yet scaled CCN activation (see Figure 3.12),
Nd is still underestimated. Furthermore, the shape of the size distribution does not match
the shape of the observed one. Since the CCN profile used in the activation of CCN into
cloud droplets within the cloud microphysical scheme is not suited for an Arctic domain
as it overestimates the availability of CCN, the underestimated amount of cloud droplets
in the simulations with autoconversion turned off is indicative for a source rather than a
sink problem of cloud droplets in the conducted simulations.
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Figure 3.15: Same as Figure 3.12 but with autoconversion turn off. Due to different cloud
fields in this simulation, the red lines (ACLOUD) are not identical with Fig-
ure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 because of the sampling strategy employed. This
is because only datapoints in the observations and the simulation are being
used if both are within a cloud simultaneously.

3.5.2 Coupling of hydrometeor number concentration to radiation

As already discussed above, there is an inconsistency between the hydrometeor number
concentration derived in the two-moment microphysics and that used in the radiation
routines. In the following, the effect of making the hydrometeor concentrations consistent
between the two parameterizations is investigated. As input for the calculation of optical
properties, ICON uses cloud droplet/ice crystal effective radius, which is defined as the
ratio of the third to the second moment of the size distribution.

To ensure consistency with the size distributions in the Seifert-Beheng two-moment
scheme, the effective radii are calculated directly from the used gamma distribution. To
describe the particle size distributions of all hydrometeor categories in the Seifert-Beheng
two-moment microphysical scheme (Seifert and Beheng, 2006), a modified gamma distri-
bution is used:

f(x) = Axν exp (−λxµ) , (3.19)

where x is the particle mass and ν and µ are the parameters of the distribution for the
respective hydrometeor category. Coefficients A and λ can be expressed by the number and
mass densities and the parameters ν and µ (Eq. 80, Seifert and Beheng, 2006). Following
Petty and Huang (2011), the k-th moment Mk of such a modified gamma distribution can
be expressed as follows:

Mk = A

µ

Γ
(
ν+k+1
µ

)
λ(ν+k+1)/µ . (3.20)

The ratio between the third and the second moment can, therefore, be written as

M3
M2

=
Γ
(
ν+4
µ

)
Γ
(
ν+3
µ

)λ−1
µ . (3.21)

To obtain the effective radius, Equation 3.19 has to be first converted into a function of
radius. According to Eq. 54 in Petty and Huang (2011), the particle size distribution as
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a function of radius f(r) can be written as

Ar r
νr exp (−λr rµr) = Ax(r)ν exp (−λ rµ) dx

dr . (3.22)

The particle mass as a function of radius x(r) in the Seifert-Beheng two-moment micro-
physical scheme is defined as follows:

x(r) =
(2 r
a

) 1
b

, (3.23)

which differs from the functional relationship given in Table 1 in Petty and Huang (2011),
as the values for a and b are defined differently (see Table 1 in Seifert and Beheng, 2006).
Therefore

dx
dr =

(2
a

) 1
b 1
b
r(

1
b
−1) . (3.24)

Inserting Equation 3.23 and Equation 3.24 into Equation 3.22 and comparing the respec-
tive parameters for radius and mass in Equation 3.19, the following conversion relationships
for the parameters in the particle size distribution are derived:

Ar = A

b

(2
a

) ν+1
b

, νr = ν + 1− b
b

, λr = λ

(2
a

)µ
b

, µr = µ

b
. (3.25)

By inserting those parameters into Equation 3.21 and applying the functional dependencies
for A and λ from Eq. 80 in Seifert and Beheng (2006), the effective radius reff can be
written as follows:

reff =

Γ
(
ν+1
µ

)
Γ
(
ν+2
µ

)
b ( q

N

)b a
2

Γ
(
ν+1+3b

µ

)
Γ
(
ν+1+2b

µ

) , (3.26)

where q and N are the mass and number densities for the respective hydrometeor category.
In Figure 3.16(d-f), the biggest difference to the uncoupled hydrometeor number con-

centrations (Figure 3.16(a-c)) can be seen in the histograms for the revised CCN activation
(Figure 3.16(e)). In this setup, the CRE is underestimated compared to observations due
to higher hydrometeor concentration, which is now also considered in the radiation pa-
rameterization. For the revised and scaled CCN activation, only little differences are
simulated between coupled and uncoupled hydrometeor concentration. As stated above,
the fixed Nd in the default radiation routines is already relatively close to the hydrometeor
concentration observed for the flights from 2 June to 5 June. Nevertheless, compared to
the observations, the median value of the CRE in ICON in Figure 3.16(f) is closest to the
observed values, even though they are still slightly overestimated. Altogether, the revised
CCN activation with a scaled CCN activation and coupled hydrometeor now results in a
positive bias of only approximately 6Wm−2. The effect on surface CRE of the coupling of
hydrometeor number concentration to radiation for this period is relatively low (1Wm−2,
see Figure 3.16(c) and (f)), as the assumed number concentration in the default set up
and the number concentrations from two-moment microphysical scheme in the revised and
scaled CCN activation are in a similar range. As can be seen from Figure 3.16(b) and (e),
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Figure 3.16: Same as Figure 3.6(a), but for the flights from 2 June to 5 June only, for the
default setup (a), for the revised CCN activation (b) and for the revised CCN
activation with scaled number of activated CCN by a factor of 0.4 (c). The
bottom row (d-f) as the top row but with hydrometeor number concentration
coupled to radiation. Due to different cloud fields in the respective simula-
tions, the histograms for the ACLOUD observations are not identical as only
datapoints in the observations and the simulation are being used if both stem
from cloudy conditions.

if the Nd profile in the microphysics deviates from the profile in the radiation, there can
be quiet substantial differences due to a more realistic representation of the Twomey effect
(Twomey, 1977), which can be important for relatively clean/polluted situations. As it can
be seen in Figure 3.6, the differences in the CRE for the respective sensitivity experiments
are again primarily mediated by its solar component, whereas the terrestrial components
are in good agreement with the observationally derived terrestrial CRE components (not
shown).

3.6 Conclusions

In this study, observational data from the ACLOUD and PASCAL campaigns (Wendisch
et al., 2019) are compared to limited-area simulations with the ICON atmospheric model
at kilometer-scale resolution. While the model compares well to the observations in its
ability to simulate the four cloud-surface radiation regimes in the Arctic, it severely under-
estimates cloud radiative effects in the solar spectral range. This is attributable to cloud
droplet number concentration and liquid water content that are too small when simulated
by the model. It was shown that it is crucial to correctly represent in-cloud turbulence in
Arctic clouds, which is essential to correctly simulate hydrometeor number concentration
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and liquid water content. The findings of this analysis are mainly representative in the
case of turbulence-driven, stratiform and optically thin single-layer clouds that contain
liquid water but are, to some extent, also valid for multilayer clouds, which was confirmed
by an analysis of days in mid June 2017, where such conditions prevailed. Furthermore,
similar improvements were obtained at lower horizontal and vertical resolutions (2.4 km
and 50 vertical levels) when including sub-grid vertical motion in the activation of CCN
into clouds droplets, making such an approach also beneficial for simulations with coarser
spatial resolutions.

As reported by Stevens et al. (2020), the representation of clouds in atmospheric models
benefits from higher-resolved simulations. Nevertheless, long-time, global simulations at
the hectometer scale will not be feasible in the foreseeable future (Schneider et al., 2017),
whereas climate projections at kilometer-scale can be achievable (Stevens et al., 2019).
It is, therefore, especially important to improve models on such scales to enable them to
make realistic simulations. As shown in this analysis, aircraft observations are a valuable
source of information and can be used for evaluating and improving the representation of
physical processes for models at the kilometer scale. The results presented in this analysis
might also be beneficial to the representation of clouds in ICON in other regions, where
clouds are driven by turbulence.
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4 Representation of aerosol-cloud and aerosol-radiation
interactions in atmospheric models

A related area of interest during the Ph.D. was the representation of aerosol-cloud and
aerosol-radiation interactions in atmospheric models and contributions to a number of
studies (Petersik et al., 2018; Costa-Surós et al., 2020; Mülmenstädt et al., 2020) have been
made. This part of the dissertation aims at summarizing the results of two of these studies
to which significant contributions have been made. In Petersik et al. (2018), the impact of
subgrid-scale variability in clear-sky relative humidity on hygroscopic growth of aerosols
in the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM6-HAM2 has been explored. Furthermore,
contributions have been made to the study of Costa-Surós et al. (2020), where it was
explored whether it is possible to detect and attribute aerosol-cloud interactions in large-
eddy simulations with the ICON model in a large domain over Germany. For each of the
two studies, the specific contributions will be outlined.

4.1 Impact of subgrid-scale variability in clear-sky relative humidity on
hygroscopic growth of aerosols

As previously stated, many processes in the atmosphere act on much smaller scales than
the typical grid sizes employed in atmospheric models. Therefore, such processes have to
be parameterized using variables at grid scale resolution. Thus, subgrid-scale variability is
not considered, which can introduce biases in parameterized processes. This is especially
the case if such processes do not follow linear relationships. In the following, the results of
Petersik et al. (2018) will be summarized. In this study, the effects of considering subgrid-
scale variability in clear-sky relative humidity in the hygroscopic growth of aerosols were
explored. The ECHAM6-HAM2 model was used, which is based on the atmospheric model
ECHAM6 but includes an explicit treatment of the evolution of several aerosol species
(i.e., sulfate, black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt and mineral dust, Zhang et al., 2012).
Those species are partitioned into 7 log-normal modes (4 modes for soluble and 3 modes for
insoluble aerosol species) that describe the size distribution of atmospheric aerosols. For
more detailed information on how aerosols are specifically treated in ECHAM6-HAM2, the
reader is referred to Stier et al. (2005) and Zhang et al. (2012). For each of these modes, the
Mie-scattering size parameter and volume-averaged refractive indices are derived. From
those parameters, the extinction cross-section, single scattering albedo and asymmetry
parameter are derived using a look-up table. Those parameters are subsequently used
in the ECHAM6 radiative scheme. In contrast to native ECHAM6, ECHAM6-HAM2
furthermore employs a two-moment microphysical scheme that is coupled to the aerosol
microphysics (Lohmann et al., 2007b).

In ECHAM6-HAM2, the hygroscopic growth of aerosols is described via a growth factor
gf (ratio of the wet diameter Dwet to the dry diameter Ddry of the aerosol). This growth
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factor is formulated as a function of clear-sky, grid-mean relative humidity RHcls:

RHcls

exp
(
Ak(T )
Ddry gf

) = gf3 − 1
gf − (1− κ) . (4.1)

Here, Ak(T ) is a temperature-dependent parameter of the Kelvin (curvature) effect and
κ the hygroscopicity of the respective aerosol types. The clear-sky, grid-mean relative
humidity RHcls is used to calculate the hygroscopic growth of aerosols. This variable is
used as the cloud-free part of the grid box is the part where hygroscopic growth has its
strongest effect on aerosol-radiation interactions, whereas hygroscopic growth is only of
minor importance for cloudy conditions. For clear-sky or partly cloudy grid boxes, RHcls

is diagnosed from RH as follows:

RH = f · 1 + (1 − f) · RHcls ⇐⇒ RHcls = RH− f
1− f , (4.2)

where f is the fractional cloud cover, and considering saturation inside clouds (RH = 1).
In case of an overcast grid box (f = 1), RHcls is set to saturation (RHcls = 1).

The main contribution to the study of Petersik et al. (2018) was support in the deriva-
tion and implementation of considering subgrid-scale variability in clear-sky relative hu-
midity in the hygroscopic growth of aerosols. In ECHAM6-HAM2 (and also in native
ECHAM6), subgrid-scale variability in specific humidity is used for diagnosing fractional
cloud cover following the approach of Sundqvist et al. (1989). To diagnose cloud cover,
a uniform probability density function (PDF) is assumed for the horizontal subgrid-scale
variability of specific humidity qt, that ranges from qt −∆q to qt + ∆q, where ∆q = γqs.
Here qt is the grid box mean specific humidity and qs the temperature-dependent satura-
tion specific humidity. The scaling parameter γ is defined as γ = 1−RHcrit, where RHcrit

is the critical relative humidity from which on fractional cloud cover occurs within a grid
box (see ). In the following, the same approach is used to stochastically derive subgrid-
scale variability of clear-sky relative humidity. The width of the PDF for the horizontal
subgrid-scale variability of specific humidity can be written as the sum of the width of the
cloudy (2 ∆q f) and cloud-free part (2 ∆q (1− f) = 2 ∆qcls) of the PDF:

2 ∆q = 2 ∆q (1− f) + 2 ∆q f , (4.3)

which can be rearranged to:
2 ∆qcls = 2 ∆q (1− f) , (4.4)

where 2 ∆qcls is the width of the PDF in the sub-saturated part of the grid box.
For clear-sky conditions (f = 0), ∆qcls = ∆q. By inserting the relation that ∆q =

γ qs = (1 − RHcrit) qs into Equation 4.4 and subsequently dividing this equation by qs,
one obtains an expression for the width of the PDF for clear-sky conditions in terms or
relative humidity:

2 ∆RHcls = 2 (1− RHcrit) . (4.5)
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In case of fractional cloud cover, the cloud-free fraction of the grid box (1 − f) can be
calculated by integrating the PDF within its sub-saturated part:

1− f =
∫ qs

qcls−(qs−qcls)
Pconst dqt = qs − qcls

∆q , (4.6)

where qcls is the clear-sky specific humidity and Pconst the probability of the constant PDF
(Pconst = 1/2 ∆q). Inserting Equation 4.6 into Equation 4.4 and dividing by qs then yields
the width of the cloud-free part of the PDF for cloudy conditions in terms or relative
humidity:

2 ∆RHcls = 2 (1− RHcls) (4.7)

By inverting the cumulative density function (CDF) in the sub-saturated part of the grid
box, a stochastically derived clear-sky relative humidity RHcls,new can be determined. This
is achieved by drawing a random number, a ∈ [0, 1], which is inserted into the inverted
CDF:

RHcls,new = RHcls + ∆RHcls (2 a− 1) . (4.8)

RHcls in Equation 4.1 can then be replaced by RHcls,new to consider subgrid-scale variabil-
ity in clear-sky relative humidity in the hygroscopic growth of aerosols.

In the following, a description of the effects of considering subgrid-scale variability in
clear-sky relative humidity on the hygroscopic growth of aerosols effects will be given.
ECHAM6-HAM2 is freely run for 10 years (no nudging) at a spectral resolution of T63
with 31 vertical levels. Sea surface temperatures and sea ice distributions are prescribed
using climatological values. Simulations with pre-industrial (PI) and present-day (PD)
aerosol emission from the AEROCOMII dataset (Lamarque et al., 2010) were performed
for the default and the revised parameterization. Looking at the response of aerosol
optical depth (AOD) in the PD simulation for the revised formulation of the hygroscopic
growth in comparison to the default PD simulation, AOD increases by 0.009±0.002, being
equivalent to a relative increase of ∼ 7.8 % (with respect to the default PD simulation).
The uncertainty given indicates the 95% confidence interval derived from the inter-annual
variability. The increase of AOD is dominated by the increase in AOD from diagnosed
aerosol water (see Fig. 3(a) in Petersik et al. (2018)), indicating an increased water uptake
by aerosols due to the revised formulation for the hygroscopic growth of aerosols. The effect
of the increased water uptake and the consequently larger geometric radius of aerosol
particles also show in larger effective extinction cross section (σ) and the larger single-
scattering albedo (ω) for the modes that contain soluble aerosols species (see Table 2
in Petersik et al. (2018)). This consequently leads to a reduction in clear-sky net solar
radiation at TOA of −0.22±0.07Wm−2 and to a reduction in net solar radiation at TOA
of −0.34± 0.22Wm−2 in the PD simulations. Only relatively minor changes occur in the
terrestrial spectral range.

Furthermore, the effects of the revised parameterization on the radiative forcing due
to aerosol-radiation interactions (RFari) and on the effective radiative forcing due to an-
thropogenic aerosol (ERFaer) have been investigated, comparing the differences between
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the PI and PD for the respective setups. RFari is calculated as proposed by Ghan (2013):

RFari = (Fsol − Fsol,clean)PD − (Fsol − Fsol,clean)PI , (4.9)

where the subscript "clean" indicates the irradiances for an atmosphere without aerosols.
ERFaer is defined as difference in TOA net irradiance between the PI and PD simulations
in this study. The comparison of simulation with PI and PD aerosol emissions reveals a
change in RFari between the two setups of −0.04±0.06Wm−2, which equates to a relative
decrease of RFari of −31%. While not be as strongly expressed as the change in RFari,
ERFaer also slightly decreases by −0.07± 0.27Wm−2 (relative decrease of 5%).

Altogether, the study of Petersik et al. (2018) shows that considering subgrid-scale
variability in clear-sky relative humidity on the hygroscopic growth of aerosols mainly has
an effect on aerosol-radiation interactions due to increased swelling of aerosol particles,
which consequently causes an increased backscattering of solar radiation. The reported
changes are generally in line with previous studies in GCMs using idealized distributions
of relative humidity (Haywood and Shine, 1997; Haywood and Ramaswamy, 1998), as well
as for estimates from simulations with finer spatial resolutions (Petch, 2001; Myhre et al.,
2002), which are able to more accurately resolve horizontal variability of clear-sky relative
humidity.

4.2 Detection and attribution of aerosol-cloud interactions in
large-domain large-eddy simulations with the ICON model

A major contribution to the uncertainty of the radiative effect, that is caused by anthro-
pogenic modification of the climate system, stems from the uncertainty that is associated
with the effective radiative forcing related to aerosols (e.g., Boucher et al., 2013). This
uncertainty is to a large part related to the uncertainty associated with the effects of
aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g., Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Seinfeld et al., 2016). It is well
established that an increase in aerosols (that act as CCN) leads to an increased albedo
of liquid clouds (Twomey, 1977), which consequently implies a radiative forcing due to
aerosol-cloud interactions. This radiative forcing is adjusted by a modification of cloud
properties like their horizontal and vertical extend as a consequence of an increased aerosol
load. One possible pathway of how aerosol can adjust cloud properties is the increased
cloud lifetime due to an increased aerosol concentration (Albrecht, 1989), which implies
an increase in cloud cover and in the liquid water path. On the other hand, an increased
aerosol concentration can modify the strength of in-cloud sedimentation and evaporation,
leading to a stronger entertainment at the edges of clouds and consequently leading to a
reduction in liquid water path (e.g., Mülmenstädt and Feingold, 2018; Gryspeerdt et al.,
2019). These compensating effects in the adjustment processes complicate the assessment
to what extent a modification in aerosol content contributes to changes in a cloud field.
While it is intricate to disentangle the several process chains solely from observations,
a combination of highly resolved model simulation and observations can be beneficial to
isolate effects on clouds due to a higher aerosol load.
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In Costa-Surós et al. (2020), such a combination of observations and modeling was
applied to detect and attribute aerosol-cloud interactions in large-eddy simulations with
the ICON model in a large domain over Germany. In the following, a summary of the
model setup will be given. For a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to Costa-
Surós et al. (2020). This study employed the ICON model in a high-resolution (156m
horizontal resolution and 150 levels in the vertical) large-eddy setup (hereinafter referred
to as ICON-LEM) in a limited-area domain over Germany. The principal setup of the
ICON-LEM simulation was similar to the simulations that have been used to compare
ICON to the ACLOUD observations in the Section 3, but a different parameterization
for sub-grid turbulence (3D Smagorinsky turbulence) was used. For more information
on the setup of ICON-LEM, the reader is referred to Dipankar et al. (2015) and Heinze
et al. (2017). As the main focus of this study were aerosol-cloud interactions, a realistic
representation of the CCN field is necessary. In contrast to the temporally and spatially
constant CCN activation profile in the default version of the Seifert-Beheng two-moment
microphysical scheme (Hande et al., 2016), offline-generated time-varying, 3D fields of
activated CCN (as a function of vertical velocity) were used. They were generated from
aerosol concentrations valid for 2013 (hereafter called "control") and for the peak-aerosol
conditions around 1985 (hereafter called "perturbed"). A more detailed description on
how these fields were generated can be found in (Costa-Surós et al., 2020). Those offline-
generated fields were read in during model integration to derive the amount of activated
CCN as a function of grid-scale vertical velocity. The amount of ice nucleating particles
in the model remained unchanged between the control and perturbed simulations.

One contribution to the study of Costa-Surós et al. (2020) was to provide and imple-
ment the coupling of the hydrometeor concentrations from the Seifert-Beheng two-moment
microphysical scheme into the radiation scheme as it has been described in Section 3.5.2.
Only when including this modification the model becomes able to account for radiative
forcing due to aerosol-cloud interactions between the perturbed and control period. An-
other improvement that has been made to ICON-LEM by the author of this thesis was
to allow for consumption scavenging of CCN, which previously was not included in the
two-moment microphysical scheme. As CCN are activated into cloud droplets, they are
scavenged from the atmosphere and cannot contribute to further activation of CCN. This
has been implemented by scaling the number of newly activated CCN as derived from the
offline generated CCN field. This scaling factor αact is defined as follows:

αact = max
(

1− CCNact
CCNmax

, 0
)
, (4.10)

where CCNact is the number of already activated CCN and CCNmax is total number
of CCN that can potentially be activated into cloud droplets. CCNmax is derived by
evaluating the offline-generated CCN fields at infinitely high vertical velocity. Outside the
cloud, the concentration of activated CCN is relaxed back to 0 as follows:

CCNact = max
(

CCNact −
CCNact

τ
dt , 0

)
. (4.11)
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In Equation 4.11, dt is the length of the model timestep and τ the relaxation timescale,
which is set to 10 minutes.

Using this model setup, it was analyzed whether one is able to detect and attribute
aerosol-induced changes between the control and the perturbed simulation by comparing
them to satellite and ground-based observations. A clear effect of the increased aerosol load
on Nd between the control and the perturbed simulations could be detected. While Nd

in the control simulation was consistent with the observations, Nd was on average 2 times
higher in the perturbed simulations. Further looking at cloud properties like liquid water
path, cloud fraction, cloud base height and cloud lifetime, systematic changes between the
control and the perturbed simulation were simulated. As the differences between the two
simulations were small compared to the general model bias for these variables, attempting
to attribute the effects of varying aerosol concentration was unfeasible. Looking at the
effect of the increased aerosol load on precipitation, only small changes were found between
the two simulations. As both scenarios were within the uncertainty ranges of the ground-
based cloud radar, the reported differences could not be attributed to the varying aerosol
concentrations between the two simulations.

The changes in cloud properties lead to a decrease in net solar irradiance at TOA
between the perturbed and the control simulations (−2.62 ± 1.80Wm−2), which can
mainly be attributed to increased cloud albedo as a consequence of the larger Nd (see
Tab. 7 in Costa-Surós et al. (2020)). A second pair of simulations was conducted in which
the hydrometer number concentrations from the microphysical scheme were not used in the
radiative transfer computations. This pair of simulations only yields the radiative effect
of adjustments, as long as they operate via cloud and precipitation microphysical and
dynamical changes. From these simulations, the radiative effect of the adjustments was
estimated to be +0.23 ± 1.24Wm−2 in the solar spectral range, resulting in a radiative
forcing of −2.85Wm−2. Furthermore, an attempt was made to relate the ERF due to
aerosol-cloud interactions (ERFaci) in the limited domain over central Europe derived
from the difference of the perturbed to the control run to global estimates of ERFaci.
To this end, a scaling factor was derived as one more contribution by the thesis author,
from simulations dedicated to the assessment of the transient historical effective radiative
forcing. These simulations ("RFMIP-ERF-HistAerO3") were defined within Radiative
Forcing Model Intercomparison Project (RFMIP, Pincus et al., 2016) and are embedded
within CMIP6. To approximate ERFaci, changes in the solar CRE at TOA were compared.
The scaling factor was derived by correlating the ERFaci over central Europe in the period
from 1985 to 2013 to the global ERFaci in the period from 1850 to 2013. It was shown that
the localized forcing over Europe in the late 20th century is 4 to 6 times as large as the
global ERFaci from 1850 to 2013. Scaling the ICON-LEM derived ERFaci of −2.6Wm−2

would imply a global, annual mean ERFaci for 2013 vs. 1850 in range between −0.4 and
−0.7Wm−2. Due to the large uncertainty that is associated with these GCM-derived
scaling factors, the range given here should not be taken at face values, especially because
only a single day was simulated with ICON-LEM.

Altogether, the study of Costa-Surós et al. (2020) shows that there is huge potential
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in combining highly resolved simulations with observations to further improve our un-
derstanding of aerosol-cloud interactions. Furthermore, using atmospheric models with
fine spatial resolution enables a scale-aware comparison to suited observations, which has
been demonstrated in Section 3. Guided by such a comparison, improvements on the
representation of aerosol-cloud interactions in atmospheric models can be achieved.
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5 Summary and conclusions

The Arctic is the place on Earth that is most susceptible to man-made climate change
caused by anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. The strong warming signal in
the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, also known as Arctic amplification, has a
significant impact on the Arctic itself and potentially also far beyond that region (Francis
and Vavrus, 2012). Therefore, it is important to correctly estimate the trajectory of
Arctic warming to be able to predict future changes in the Arctic climate system and even
beyond. The enhanced Arctic warming is driven and mediated by a complex interplay of
several climate feedback mechanisms that govern the strength of this warming. Despite
being small in magnitude on average in the Arctic, the cloud feedback is one of the most
uncertain feedback mechanisms in the Arctic but also on a global scale.

For a projection of future Arctic climate, it is important to correctly simulate the prop-
erties of Arctic clouds in atmospheric models. This is not a simple task as clouds in the
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere are often mixed-phase clouds. Processes in
this cloud type are often interlinked in a complex web of several process chains (Morrison
et al., 2011), complicating their representation in atmospheric models. Not being able to
correctly simulate even basic cloud properties like cloud fraction or cloud phase affects
the representation of the Arctic cloud feedback in climate models. For that reason, it
is important to make the representation of Arctic clouds as accurately as possible. To
identify and remedy potential biases in atmospheric models, it is necessary to compare
those models to suited observations. To achieve a sound comparison between modeled
and observed quantities, it has to be both scale- and definition-aware. Scale-awareness
can be obtained by choosing an observational dataset that fits in spatial and temporal
scale to the those of the used model. Definition-awareness on the other hand is ensured
by comparing variables that are consistently derived in both datasets, e.g., by employ-
ing forward operators with subsequent use of the respective retrieval algorithms used to
derive the observational quantities. The objective of this thesis was to perform such a
scale- and definition-aware to identify misrepresented properties of Arctic clouds in mod-
els across scales and to consequently propose modifications to improve the representation
of those clouds. To this end, two atmospheric models with different spatial and temporal
resolutions have been compared to observations of Arctic clouds.

In the first part of this thesis, the atmospheric model ECHAM6 in its most recent
version (ECHAM6.3; Mauritsen et al., 2019), which is the atmospheric component of
the of MPI-ESM global climate model (Giorgetta et al., 2013), has been compared to
spaceborne lidar observations from CALIPSO. To obtain definition-awareness, the model
output was post-processed using the COSP satellite simulator (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011)
to enable an apples-to-apples comparison between modeled and observed quantities. An
initial evaluation of ECHAM6 revealed that the model overestimates the presence of clouds
in the Arctic compared to satellite-derived estimates of cloud cover. This could be related
to an overestimated amount of low- and high-level clouds in the model. In this analysis, the
main focus was placed on the overestimated amount of low-level clouds. The positive bias
in low-level clouds in the model could be related to snow- and ice-covered surfaces. Over
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those surfaces, it were mainly low-level, liquid containing clouds that are responsible for
the overestimated amount of low-level clouds in the Arctic. Using sensitivity studies, it was
shown that the overestimated amount of liquid clouds over snow- and ice-covered surfaces
can be improved by a more effective WBF process. Due to the larger cloud ice fraction as a
result of that measure, one would expect low-level cloud cover to decrease as the removal
of cloud water by precipitation via the ice phase should be enhanced. Unfortunately,
this measure alone was not able to reduce the overall amount of low-level clouds in the
model as the positive bias in low-level liquid clouds shifted into a bias in low-level ice
clouds. Only after implementing a simple temperature-scaled calculation of saturation
water vapor pressure in the diagnostic cloud cover scheme that allows for supersaturation
with respect to ice, cloud cover cloud be reduced in response to a more efficient WBF
process. Furthermore, it was explored to what extent the transport of moisture from
snow- and ice-covered surfaces into the atmosphere influences the representation of Arctic
cloud in ECHAM6. It was shown that an increased surface mixing can positively influence
the simulation of low-level clouds in the Arctic, both in terms of cloud amount and cloud
phase. As ECHAM6 already overestimates surface mixing over those surface types implies
that even further increasing surface mixing might not be desirable. A comparison to
CERES-EBAF revealed that the misrepresented amount of low-level clouds in ECHAM6
affects the radiative energy budget, both at the surface and at TOA. Similar biases as
found in this study have also been reported by English et al. (2015) and Boeke and Taylor
(2016). Despite not being perfectly suited to improve the representation of Arctic clouds
in ECHAM6, the measures performed in the sensitivity studies had a positive effect on
the simulated downwelling irradiances at the surface. It also has been explored how the
enhanced WBF process and the revised cloud cover scheme influence the radiative effect
of clouds in a warmer climate by imposing sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent
that would be representative for the end of the 21st century. It was shown that clouds in
general have a stronger cooling effect due to reduced surface albedo and due to a high cloud
fraction in a warmer climate, but also that this cooling effect is reduced by employing the
modified model setup.

The findings in this study highlight the necessity of an accurate simulation of Arctic
clouds and provide possible pathways to improve the radiative energy budget in the Arctic
in ECHAM6. Such improvements will also be beneficial for the ability of the model to
correctly simulate the Arctic cloud feedback, which is crucial for the future projection of
Arctic warming. The MPI-ESM with ECHAM6.3 as its atmospheric component is part
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 6 (CMIP6) and it can be expected that
this earth system model will suffer from a similarly overestimated cloud amount as it
has been reported for MPI-ESM during CMIP5 (English et al., 2015). In the future, the
ICON model will replace ECHAM6 as the atmospheric component of the MPI-ESM. As
ICON in its climate setup will make use of the physical parameterizations from ECHAM6,
similar misrepresentations as reported in this analysis can potentially also affect this model.
Altogether, this evaluation uncovered several aspects in physical parameterizations that
need to be improved to enable a more realistic simulation of Arctic low-level clouds, namely
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a better-suited representation of the WBF process and a cloud cover scheme that allows
for supersaturation with respect to ice.

In the second part of this thesis, aircraft observations performed during the ACLOUD
campaign in May/June 2017 over the sea ice-covered Arctic Ocean north of Svalbard, Nor-
way were employed for a comparison to limited-area simulations with the ICON model.
In this analysis, ICON was run at kilometer-scale resolution. Airborne observations of
solar and terrestrial irradiances were used as the basis for the initial comparison. This
initial comparison revealed that the model is able to simulate the general radiative struc-
ture of the Arctic atmospheric boundary layer. A more in-depth analysis nevertheless
uncovered that clouds in ICON over sea ice-covered flight sections had a more positive
surface CRE compared to the observations. This model bias could be traced back to the
solar component of the CRE as clouds in ICON have a higher transmissivity compared
to what has been observed during ACLOUD. As the transmissivity of a cloud layer can
be influenced by its geometrical extend and by its microphysical properties, they need to
be correctly simulated to ensure a realistic simulation of the surface CRE. To evaluate if
cloud macro- and microphysical properties can be accurately simulated by ICON, a focus
has been placed on the period from 2 June to 5 June in which mostly low-level, single-layer
liquid phased clouds were present in the regions where the research flights took place. A
comparison of geometrical cloud depth to ground-based observations form R/V Polarstern
showed that geometrical cloud depth is biased low in the model, but the resulting contri-
bution to the transmissivity of clouds in ICON is not strong enough to be the main reason
for the underestimated transmissivity in the model. For that reason, a focus was placed
on the representation of cloud microphysical properties in ICON. A comparison to in situ
observations of cloud droplet number concentration and liquid water content uncovered
that the model underestimates small cloud droplets with diameters smaller than 25µm,
while it overestimates the amount of cloud particles larger than that threshold in com-
parison to the measurements. This consequently leads to an underestimated amount of
cloud droplets in the model. Furthermore, liquid water content is underestimated in the
model as well. The underestimated cloud droplet number concentration could be related
to an insufficient activation of CCN into cloud droplets. The activation parameterization
in the Seifert-Beheng two-moment microphysical scheme employed study uses grid-scale
vertical velocity to describe the activation of CCN. The used resolution of 1.2 km seems to
not be able to sufficiently resolve in-cloud vertical motion, leading to an underestimated
activation of CCN into cloud droplet. By considering subgrid-scale turbulence in the ac-
tivation parameterization, a significantly larger amount of cloud droplets is present in the
Arctic clouds compared to the default setup, which consequently reduced the transmis-
sivity of Arctic clouds in ICON. Due to the unsuited CCN profile for an Arctic domain
in the Seifert-Beheng two-moment microphysical scheme, too many CCN were activated
and clouds were optically too thick in the model with the revised CCN activation. De-
spite not being perfectly suited to represent the actual amount of CCN being present,
a simple scaling approach of the default CCN profile was able to bring the amount of
cloud droplets and also the surface CRE into better agreement with the observations.
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The simulation of cloud optical properties could be further improved by a coupling of the
hydrometeor number concentration from the two-moment microphysical scheme with the
radiation routines.

Altogether, several improvements were proposed to enable a more accurate represen-
tation of cloud properties in the ICON model at kilometer-scale resolution. The main
result of this analysis is that is important to consider subgrid-scale vertical motion if one
aims at an accurate simulation of cloud microphysical and cloud optical properties at the
kilometer-scale. As Arctic clouds are not the only clouds to be turbulence driven, the
proposed changes to the parameterization of the activation of CCN into clouds droplets
can potentially be beneficial for the representation of clouds in other regions, but this still
needs to be evaluated. Furthermore, it was shown that airborne observations provide a
valuable source of information for the evaluation of simulations at the kilometer-scale.

Despite not being directly related to the Arctic, the results of two studies to which con-
tributions have been made during Ph.D. were summarized. In Petersik et al. (2018), the
impact of subgrid-scale variability in clear-sky relative humidity on hygroscopic growth of
aerosols in the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM6-HAM2 has been explored. It was
shown that the revised parameterization of hygroscopic growth of aerosols resulted in a
stronger swelling of aerosol particles, which consequently causes an increased backscatter-
ing of solar radiation. In the study of Costa-Surós et al. (2020), it was explored whether it
is possible to detect and attribute aerosol-cloud interactions in large-eddy simulation over
Germany. By employing sensitivity studies with different aerosol concentrations, it was
shown that an increase in cloud droplet number concentration could be attributed to an
increased aerosol load, while such an attribution was not possible for other cloud micro-
and macrophysical variables using solely a single simulated day. Altogether, the study of
Costa-Surós et al. (2020) shows that there is huge potential in combining highly resolved
simulations with observations to further improve our understanding of aerosol-cloud in-
teractions

As stated in the motivation of this thesis, state-of-the-art global climate models struggle
to correctly simulate the complicated interplay of the processes that occur in the atmo-
sphere, which is especially the case for the Arctic. Therefore, it is of utmost importance
to compare models to suited observations to identify, understand, and finally improve pro-
cesses that are currently misrepresented. A correct representation of the processes that
take place in (Arctic) clouds is particularly hard to achieve, which has been outlined in
this study. Despite the many obstacles, it is important to further improve the performance
of atmospheric models in this regard to be able to make a more accurate projection of the
further warming due to anthropogenic modifications of the climate systems.
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